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ABSTRACT
A COMPARISON OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF CIVILIAN
CONSERVATION CENTERS AND CONTRACT CENTERS
FROM 1984 TO 1988
by
Robert Patrick Slaughter
The purpose of this study was to determine whether the
continuous instability of policy decisions relating to the
effectiveness of Civilian Conservation Centers and Contract
Centers was a result of measurable differences in
performance between the two models.
Six hypotheses tested
differences between types of centers on six quantitative
variables which were:
average length of stay, job
placement, hourly starting wages, educational gains in
reading, math, and General Educational Development (GED).
To investigate the problem, 30 Civilian Conservation
Centers and 17 comparably sized Contract Centers were
selected.
Reports from the Department of Labor's Automated
Management System provided data for comparison between the
two.models.
Results of the t test for independent samples
Indicated that CCCs demonstrated higher corpsmen placement
rates, hourly starting wages, and GED completions.
There
were no significant differences between the models in
average length of stay and educational gains for reading
and math.
Further research into the costs and benefits of CCCs
should be pursued to establish whether CCC slots should be
increased, to determine whether rural location is an
impediment to program financial efficiency, and to
determine if union involvement in vocational training
programs is needed.
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CHAPTER I
Introduction

The national Job Corps program was created in 1964
under the Equal Opportunity Act (Public Law 88-452).

An

important feature of the Job Corps model was to provide
youths between the ages of 16 through 21 with opportunities
to work or obtain vocational or regular education that
otherwise would be impossible because of their impoverished
state.

Participants in the program were to receive

education, vocational training, useful work experience, and
other appropriate activities found in both rural and urban
centers (U.S. Office of Economic Opportunity [OEO], 1966).
The Johnson administration's "unconditional War on
Poverty" was fully supported by the Democratic Party during
the early stages of its development and implementation
("Text of...," 1964).

The Job Corps program was described

by Gainer (1986) as a viable alternative to assist the
economically disadvantaged dropout youth of this nation.
Appropriations were available that eventually funded
centers located throughout the United States and Puerto
Rico (Gainer, 1986).
The implementation of the Job Corps program resulted
in the first center opening on January 15, 1965 at Camp
Catoctin in western Maryland (Parker, 1968).

As early as

June 30, 1965 there were 43 men's training centers that
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were capable of training 20,221 corpsmembers (OEO, 1965).
The Initial operation of those centers was successful but
some Republicans continued to discredit Johnson's efforts
to improve the plight of the disadvantaged (New York Tinms.
1965).
Certain areas of controversy continued to create
problems for Job Corps and were the source of congressional
debates that ultimately resulted in the phasing out of the
program as it was originally established in 1964.

The

controversial areas were costs, excessive dropout rates,
poor recruitment practices, placement, discipline, and
center projection schedules (OEO, 1966).
Those issues continued to be political obstacles.
Pressure from some members of the Republican Party opposed
to the War on Poverty, and what was considered its
exorbitant costs, managed to effect a transfer of the Job
Corps to the Department of Labor in 1969.

The primary

objective was to reorganize the program and de-emphasize
its Importance by making it part of Manpower Development
programs (Combs, 1984).
Job Corps was incorporated into the Comprehensive
Employment and Training Act (CETA) of 1973 as Title IV and
remained under the auspices of that program until its
demise in 1982 (Levitan & Gallo, 1988).

While part of the

CETA program, Job Corps was highly centralized and had
difficulties with its operational structure.
Administrators continued to be concerned about enrollee

performance levels in average length of stay, placement,
costs, educational performance, and wages (Mallar,
Xerachsky, Thornton & Long, 1982).
The Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA) of 1982
replaced CETA when charges of mismanagement and failure to
meet performance standards were leveled by critics
(National Commission for Employment Policy (NCEP], 1987).
Title IV included provisions for the administration of Job
Corps as it became an integral part of federally
administered activities and programs (National Alliance of
Business, 1982).

The corps has improved since its

inception into JTPA, but its basic structure has changed
little during the 25 years that it has existed (Levitan &
Gallo, 1988).
The Department of Labor has intensified its efforts to
improve cost efficiency and is presently attempting to
contract the Civilian Conservation Centers to private
corporations.

The Department of Agriculture and the

Department of the Interior operate 30 CCCs through an inter
agency agreement with the Department of Labor, and several
center directors maintain that their centers are more
effective in providing service to disadvantaged youth than
comparably sized Contract Centers.
The House and Senate considered funding levels for
Fiscal Year 1990 (P. Folivchak, memorandum, April 26,
1989),

Passage of the administration's proposal for a

$761.6 million budget for Job Corps could have begun the

death knell for Civilian Conservation Centers.

A phase

out, in conjunction with the proposed budget, could have
eliminated a tradition that advocates of the CCCs felt
exemplified the Job Corps at its best.

However, the Labor,

Health and Human Services, and Education Appropriation Bill
for fiscal year 1990 provided $813,7 million for the Job
Corps program (B. Douglas, personal communication, February
9, 1990).
The Gramm-Rudman bill mandated an $11.9 million cut,
but the real appropriation funding level was still higher
than the Republican administration had anticipated.
Legislation enacted by Congress for 1990 prohibited
contracting of CCCs to private corporations.

A meeting was

recently held between supporters of the Job Corps and
administration officials to discuss the status of CCCs.
The administration has presently backed down from its
original stance concerning closures of Civilian
Conservation Centers, but the problem could resurface in
the future (B. Douglas, personal communication, February 9,
1990).

The Problem

Statement of the Problem
The problem of the study was to determine whether the
continuous instability of policy decisions relating to the
effectiveness of Civilian Conservation Centers and Contract

Centers was a result of measurable differences In
performance between the two models.

Sub-problem
The problem of the study was addressed by determining
if significant differences existed between the following
variables in comparably sized Civilian Conservation Centers
and Contract Centers:

average length of stay in the

program; job placement; starting wages; appraised value of
public service projects; costs; and educational achievement
in reading, math, and GEO.

Significance of the Study
in February 1966, the administration proposed
rescinding $196 million, or about 32 percent, of the Job
Corps' fiscal year 1986 appropriation.

The recision, plus

a proposed reduction in fiscal year 1987 funding, would
have reduced the program from its fiscal year 1986 funding
level of $640 million and capacity of 40,500 corpsmembers
to a funding level of $351 million and capacity of 22,000
corpsmembers in fiscal year 1967 (Gainer, 1986),

In

support of those proposals, Department of Labor officials
suggested that increased efficiency could result from
closing the more expensive Job Corps centers, which they
asserted were those operated by agencies of the federal
government.

However, Congress did not agree to the

proposed recision and funds from the Job Corps program's

fiscal year 1986 appropriations were spent (Levitan &
Gallo, 1988).
Adequate appropriations have continued to sustain the
Job Corps program.

The fiscal year budgets from 1987

through 1989 ranged from $656 million to $783 million
(Levitan & Gallo, 1988),

However, opponents of the

federally operated centers have applied pressure on
legislators to disband the centers controlled by the
Department of Agriculture and the Department of the
Interior (Gainer, 1986).
The administration requested a total of $761 million
for Job Corps in Fiscal Year 1990.

That funding level

would have maintained existing Job Corps centers at a
combined enrollment capacity of 40,544 full-time training
positions.

It was also proposed that ten Civilian

Conservation Centers (CCCs) would be contracted to private
corporations in 1990.

Another ten would follow in 1991,

and the final ten in 1992 (P. Polivchak, memorandum, April
26, 1989).
Current legislation prohibited contracting of CCCs to
private corporations and allocated $813.7 million to the
Job Corps 1990 program year budget.

This was $52.7 million

beyond the Reagan administration's budget request.
The results of this study provided information about
*

the average length of stay, job placements, starting wages
for youth after receiving training, appraised value of
public service projects, costs, and educational

achievements of the CCCs and comparably sized Job Corps
centers that are administered under competitive contract.
The conclusions derived from this investigation could help
government officials and legislators to determine whether
CCCs should continue to operate independently or be
contracted to private corporations.

Hypotheses
1.

Average length of stay per enrollee for Job Corps

Centers administered by the Department of Agriculture and
the Department of the Interior Civilian Conservation
Centers will be significantly greater than those
administered by Contract Centers.
2.

Placement rates for Job Corps Centers administered

by the Department of Agriculture and the Department of the
Interior Civilian Conservation Centers will be
significantly greater than those administered by Contract
Centers.
3.

Hourly starting wages of enrollees who completed

training for Job Corps Centers administered by the
Department of Agriculture and the Department of the
Interior Civilian Conservation Centers will be
significantly greater than those who completed training
administered by Contract Centers.
4.

The appraised value of public service projects for

Job Corps administered by the Department of Agriculture and
the Department of the Interior Civilian Conservation

Centers will be significantly greater than those
administered by Contract Centers.
5.

Costs per enrollee for Job Corp Centers

administered by the Department of Agriculture and the
Department of the Interior Civilian Conservation Centers
will be significantly greater than those administered by
Contract Centers.
6.

Reading achievement levels for enrollees at Job

Corps Centers administered by the Department of Agriculture
and the Department of the Interior Civilian Conservation
Centers will be significantly higher than the reading
achievement levels of enrollees at Contract Centers,
7.

Math achievement levels for enrollees at Job Corps

Centers administered by the Department of Agriculture and
the Department of the Interior Civilian Conservation
Centers will be significantly higher than the math levels
of enrollees at Contract Centers.
8.

GED achievement levels for enrollees at Job Corps

Centers administered by the Department of Agriculture and
the Department of the Interior Civilian Conservation
Centers will be significantly higher than the GED levels of
enrol lees at Contract Centers.

• Limitations
It was considered necessary to recognize the following
limitations:
1.

Comparison of Civilian Conservation Centers

(CCCs) and Contract Centers was limited to a capacity of
250 enrollees or less for both groups because none of the
CCCs have enrollments above this level.
2.

The average length of stay; placement; wages;

appraised value of public service activities; costs; and
educational achievement in reading, math, and GED data
analyzed was obtained from the Department of Labor’s
automated management system and relies on this source for
accuracy.
3.

The comparison of Civilian Conservation Centers

and Contract Centers was limited to average length of stay;
placement; wage; appraised value of public service
activities; costs; and educational achievement in reading,
math, and GED since those areas continued to be thB
recurring concerns of administrators.
4.

The study only included the program years 1984

through 1988.

Assumptions
The following assumptions were considered to be
pertinent to this study:
1.

The data collected for this study from the

Department of Labor and verified by independent research
analysts was assumed to be accurate and reliable.
2.

Due to the controversy over the effectiveness of

Civilian Conservation Centers and Contract Centers, the
study was needed.

Definitions of Terms

Appraised Value of Public Service Activities.

The

estimated cost of a work project if it were completed by
formal contract methods.

The labor performed by

corpsmembers is appraised by a professionally qualified
individual from an appropriate agency and is classified
under three main categories:

(1) conservation— projects

performed on any public land and directed toward
conserving, developing, and managing public natural
resources and public recreational areas;

(2) center—

projects performed on Job Corps center facilities;

(3)

community— projects that benefit the local community and
are performed with community participation on lands
belonging to the state, county, municipality, or other
public agency (Gainer, 1966).

Average Length of stay (ALPS).

The sum of the total

number of paid days for all corpsmembers who terminated
(left the program) during the period divided by the total
number of terminees during the period (Dept, of Labor,
1988).

ALOS was closely related to job placement and

educational gains.

Civilian Conservation Centers (CCCs).

Job Corps

training centers located in national parks, forests, and
grasslands.

Such an educational and vocational unit
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accommodates a maximum of 250 enrol lees' ("Controversy over
the Federal Job Corps," 196B).

The Department of

Agriculture and the Department of the Interior are charged
with the responsibility of operating 30 Civilian
Conservation Centers.

Contract Centers.

Job Corps training centers

administered by private contractors who are selected in a
competitive bidding process through regional offices of the
Department of Labor (Mallar et a l ., 1982).

Corpsmember Yearly Cost (CMY).

Average corpsmember

actual on-board strength (enrollment) throughout the entire
year.

Costs.

Annual costs per Job Corps member were

determined by establishing cost categories in the areas of
Residential Living; Education; Vocational; Medical and
Dental; Administration; Management; and other expenses such
as Facility Lease Costs, Contractor's Fees, and
reimbursement for vehicle maintenance and fuel.

Income

that the center received for food sales to staff and
visitors was included to offset expenses.

The costs were

divided by the average daily population of the centers for
each program year resulting in the annual cost per
corpsmember (S, Puterbaugh personal communication, August
2, 1989).

Economically Disadvantaged.
disadvantaged individual:

The economically

(a) receives or is a member of a

family which receives cash welfare payments under a
federal, state, or local welfare program;

(b) has or is a

member of a family which has received a total family income
that is below the poverty level for the 6-month period
prior to application for the program involved.

This is

exclusive of unemployment compensation, child support
payments, and welfare payments which, in relation to family
size, was not in excess of the higher of the poverty level
determined in accordance with criteria established by the
Director of the Office of Management and Budget.

Another

alternative is that an individual cannot have an income
that is in excess of 70% of the lower living standard
income level;

(c) is receiving food stamps pursuant to the

Food Stamp Act of 1977; (d) is a foster child on behalf of
whom state or local government payments are made; or (e) in
cases permitted by regulations of the secretary,

is an

adult handicapped individual whose own income meets the
requirements of clause (a) or (b), but is a member of a
family whose income does not meet such requirements
(JTPA, 1982).

Educational Achievement.

Learning gains in

educational achievement were based on corpsmember
performance on the Tests of Adult Basic Education (TABE),
which were administered four times per year, and General
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Educational Development (GED) equivalency exams.

Those

gains were determined by an analysis of monthly educational
reports by centers and sent to the Department of Labor's
Automated Management System.

The actual performance for

each center was compared to a model-based standard
determined by the Department of Labor (Job Corps Bulletin
No. 89-01, 1989).

Job Corps.

A program established by the Economic

Opportunity Act of 1964 and administered by the Office of
Economic Opportunity.

The Corps is a voluntary national

residential training program for out-of-work,
underprivileged young men and women.

The purpose is to

increase the employability of young men and women aged 16
through 21 (Economic Opportunity Act, 1964).

It offers a

complete treatment approach with corpsmembers receiving
allowances, education, basic life-skills training,
vocational training, world-of-work experience, health care,
residential support, work experience, counseling, and
recreation (U.S. Department of Labor, 1980).

Job Placement.

A placement occurred when a youth

leaving the Job Corps program (1) obtained a job,

(2)

returned to school or entered another training program, or
(3) entered the military within six months of the time he
or she terminated from the program.

This determination did
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not considor the duration for which the job was held
(Puterbaugh, personal communication, May 4, 1989).

Slot Costs.

Determined by the number of planned

vacancies in Job Corps program that could be filled.

An

unfilled slot could result in an adverse effect on costs.

Tests of Adult Basic Education (TABE).

Norm-

referenced tests that were designed to measure achievement
in reading, mathematics,

language, and spelling, which are

the subject areas commonly found in adult basic education
curriculum.

The results of these tests provided

information about the relative ranking of examinees against
a norm group as well as specific information about the
instructional needs of examinees (TABE...Examiner1s Manual,
1987).

Wages.

The starting wage paid to a corpsmember at the

time he or she became employed after leaving the Job Corps
program (Gainer, 1986).

Procedures
Once approval to pursue this study was granted by the
Advanced Graduate Committee, U.S. Forest Service, National
Job Corps Center, and the Department of Labor, collection
of data was undertaken.

This was achieved through personal

communication with the Department of Labor which utilized
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the Automated Management System located In Washington, D.C.
for processing the data.
The data were collected to obtain and analyze average
length of stay; placement; starting wages; appraised value
of public service activities; costs; and educational
achievement in reading, math, and GED during the program
years 1984-1968.

Average length of stay was calculated on

total paid days for each terminating corpsmember.

Paid

days were verified by the Army Finance Center before
corpsmember records were entered into the Performance
Measurement System,

Because the Performance Measurement

System recognizes only the days the corpsmember was in pay
status, the exact termination date when determining ALOS
was the date payment was last due to the corpsmember.

The

placement rate cited in the study was the percent of
corpsmembers who were placed,

The wage data contained in

the study reflected the starting wage paid to the enrol lee
at the time he/she became employed after leaving the
program,
Annual appraised value of public service activities
consisted of work started and completed during each year,
completed during the program year but started in a previous
year, and started during the program year but not completed
by the end of the year.

The value also included work

started in a previous year, continued during the program
year but not completed by the end of that year,
Annual costs for each cost category were obtained and

divided by the center's average daily population for the
program years.

That formula resulted in the annual mean

cost per enrollee.
Educational achievement levels in reading, math, and
GED were determined by an analysis of monthly education
reports sent to the Department of Labor's Automated
Management System.

The actual performance rates for each

center were compared to the initial model-based standards
established by the Department of Labor.

Those standards

reflected individual differences of centers in relation to
geographical location, population, and economic factors.
Research analysts determined that the standard performance
formula fluctuated as environmental factors surrounding
center operation affected performance levels.

Organization of the study
Chapter I contains the introduction, the statement of
the problem, sub-problem, the significance of the study,
the research hypotheses, the limitations, the assumptions,
the definitions of terms, procedures and the organization
of the study.
Chapter II contains the review of the literature.
Chapter III contains a description of the design and
procedures used in the study.
Chapter IV contains an analysis of the data.
Chapter V contains a summary of the study, with
conclusions and recommendations.

CHAPTER II
Review of Literature

A review of literature was conducted to identify
relevant research essential to an investigation of Civilian
Conservation Centers (CCCs) and comparably sized Contract
Centers because the origin, philosophy, and effectiveness
of such centers have an impact on policy statements and
implementation that could change the thrust of the Job
Corps program.
A recurring issue in congressional hearings has been
the cost effectiveness of CCCs in relation to performance
standards established by the Department of Labor,

Various

political factions have attempted to either close them or
have them operated by large corporations in an effort to
save taxpayers’ dollars.

Recent examples of Republican and

Democratic efforts to make Job Corps more financially
efficient was provided by Sar Levitan and Frank Gallo
(1988) as part of an extensive analysis of the
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA) and the
Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA), of which Job Corps is
a part.
Those researchers found that the current climate of
opinion in the Republican administration is to let private
corporations control the CCCs.

According to William Gainer

(1986), this would cut costs of the total program since
17

CC C s ' annual per-person costs account for 40% of the total
Job Corps budget.

Mallar, Xerachsky, Thornton, and Long

(1982) concluded that the closing of CCCs as part of a cost
effective measure presented in 1983 would not have an
adverse effect on the total program.

That prediction was

based on research that included cost effectiveness as one
of the gauges to measure performance of the various
centers,
Other areas of controversy that have developed during
the past decade had their origins in the first few years of
Job Corps history.

Both models' performance in relation to

job placements, starting wages for enrollees after
receiving training, average length of stay, and educational
achievement served as focal points closely scrutinized by
policy makers.

An analysis of those variables in

conjunction with current economic problems confronting two
separate Job Corps models operating under similar federal
guidelines was the main thrust of this investigation.
Resource material pertinent to this study included
government documents, manuscript collections, structured
interviews, newspapers and journals, and secondary sources.
In order to provide a comprehensive analysis of economic
policy of the Job Corps Program, it was divided into the
following sections:
Antecedents to Job Corps Program
Evolution of Job Corps
Implementation and Controversy

Reorganization of Job Corps
Job Corps Policy to Present

Antecedents to Job Corps Program
Although the Job Corps was created in 1964 under the
Economic Opportunity Act and was administered under the
auspices of the Office of Economic Opportunity, its roots
were established during the Depression years of the
Roosevelt administration (Holland & Hill, 1974).

Roosevelt

asked Congress for a Civilian Conservation Corps on March
21, 1933.
welfare.

He placed emphasis on conservation as a means of
Those accepted into the program were to perform

conservation tasks and were to be unemployed prior to
entering the program (Lawson, 1969).
The Executive Order No, 6101 on April 5, 1933
established Emergency Conservation Work under the act of
Congress on March 31, 1933 (40 Statute 22).

The Civilian

Conservation Corps (CCC) was born under that Executive
Order.

The Executive Order and the speed by which Congress

enacted legislation demonstrated the critical nature of the
Depression era.

Hundreds of thousands of men were

unemployed and needed work that would provide them with
adequate income to meet the basic needs of their families.
Even before Executive Order 6101 was signed, Roosevelt had
ordered that enrollment proceedings were to begin as early
as April 6th.

The success of the program was evident.

By
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the end of one year, 1,520 camps were fully operational
(Lawson, 1979).
The CCC was the result of an emergency situation.
Legislation which amended and succeeded the Emergency
Conservation Work was approved June 28, 1937 which created
the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) by act (50 Stat. 319;
16 U.S.C. 584).
successful.

During its operation, the CCC was

By mid 1941 nearly 1,400,000 corpsmembers had

participated in on-the-job training.

The types of training

included academic, vocational, job training at the work
site, and leisure time activities (Lawson, 1979).
The CCC had emerged as a result of a national crisis
created by the depression and had clearly met it3 goal of
providing welfare to many jobless individuals throughout
the nation.

However, this emergency agency eventually came

under fire from state and local officials who felt that
federal supervision in the educational arena was
unwarranted.

Large sums of money were appropriated to

provide the same educational service for corpsmembers that
many believed fell under the jurisdiction of local school
systems (Lawson, 1979).
The loss of federal dollars from the public school
coffers was criticized by the Educational Policies
Commission of the NEA and the American Association of
School Administrators.

Those organizations wanted a

transfer of vocational training, general education, and
guidance to be under the auspices of state and local
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agencies ("Future o£ the CCC," 1942).

A purported wedge

driven by the federal government would serve to weaken
local control of the educational system.
Another criticism of the CCC revolved around its
increased military nature.

It was charged that emphasis

was being placed on training corpsmembers for military
purposes rather than providing the skills training that was
originally Intended (Frakes, 1941).

But the advent of

World Var II silenced the critics, at least temporarily,
and the CCC provided youth who performed tasks that freed
adult citizens to become direct military participants in
the var effort (U.S. Senate, 1942).

Although the var

effort received primary attention from congress, the winds
of discontent continued to be felt as political debates
ensued over the usefulness of the CCC as an agency
fulfilling the objectives originally set by President
Roosevelt.

Harry Byrd, a powerful senator who opposed the

CCC, was determined to cut the federal budget and stated
that two billion dollars could be saved by abolishing the
CCC ("CCC Faces Attack...," 1942).
The Washington Post (1942) presented a negative
response to the effectiveness of the CCC.

Its editorial

maintained that jobs were readily available in the private
sector; therefore, CCCs were an unnecessary tax burden to
the public.

The Joint Committee of Reduction of

Nonessential Federal Expenditures also wanted the CCC
disbanded ("CCC Faces Attack...," 1942).

The death knell £or the CCC came when Henry
Morgenthau, Jr., Secretary o£ the Treasury, said that the
regular activities o£ the CCC seemed to conflict vlth the
defense program since most o£ the vocational training of
youth placed emphasis on employment In defense
occupations.

He felt that the program should be eliminated

or drastically reduced (U.S. Senate, 1942).

Congress

agreed vith the critics and the CCC was terminated July 2,
1942 (Ch. 475, Title II, 56 Stat. 569).
Although the CCC vas disbanded, there vere many
accolades from those who thought that the nation had
benefited from the training provided to disadvantaged
youth,

Fon Boardman, Jr. (1967) and Don Lawson (1979)

wrote of the popularity of the CCC.

Hubert Humphrey and

others recognized its value (Sheldon & Wagman 1978).

They

refused to let the objectives for which it stood remain
interred in the chronicles of history.

Evolution of Job Corps
The C C C s sudden demise left several legislators
determined to enact legislation that would provide
opportunities for the disadvantaged.

Support vas not

forthcoming for nearly two decades, but a bill vas
Introduced at the 81st Congress to reestablish the CCCs
(U.S. House, 1950).

Congress did not feel that the

proposed legislation warranted endorsement and the bill
never made it out of committee (U.S. House, 1950).
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Congressman Blatnik of Minnesota spoke at the 81st congress
of the advantages of a youth corps (U.S. House, 1950), and
Hubert Humphrey advocated a pilot Youth Conservation Corps
(YCC).

Humphrey continued his ardent support for YCC

legislation and introduced various bills to revive a
conservation corps reminiscent of the CCC,

Investigation

of the proceedings of the 85th, 86th, 87th, and 88th
Congresses demonstrated Humphrey's tenacious attitude
toward the establishment of a program that would serve less
fortunate youth in society,
Humphrey's determination to be recognized as the
sponsor of the Youth Conservation Corps was thwarted by the
Kennedy administration.

According to Sargent Shriver in an

interview with Paul Combs (1985), John F, Kennedy, prior to
his assassination, had advocated a large scale poverty
program.

The basis for establishing a Job Corps program

revolved around the issue of poverty which was antithetical
to the Humphrey sponsorship.

Humphrey had determined that

the new YCC would be concerned with conserving national
resources, but Kennedy needed support in what he felt would
be a close election year and appealed to a wide spectrum of
society through his antipoverty campaign (Combs, 1985).
In his state of the Union address to Congress in
January,

1964, Lyndon B. Johnson declared an "unconditional

war on poverty in America" ("Text of

1964, p. 47).

To implement the "war," Congress passed and President
Johnson signed into law the Economic Opportunity Act of
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1964.

The act stipulated that the policy of the United

States was to eliminate the paradox of poverty in the midst
of plenty by providing opportunity for education and
training (Economic Opportunity Act, 1964).
An important feature of the act was to provide youths
between the ages of 16 through 21 with opportunities to
work or obtain vocational or regular education that
otherwise would be impossible because of their impoverished
state.

Within this section of the act the federal Job

Corps was established (Economic Opportunity Act. 1964).
The newly created Job Corps was a voluntary, national,
residential educational and vocational training program for
out-of-school, out-of-work, underprivileged young men and
women.

Enrollees were to receive education, vocational

training, useful work experience, and other appropriate
activities found in both rural and urban centers that would
qualify them for gainful employment.

The training would

enable them to adjust to a societal structure that demanded
a certain amount of conformity (OEO, 1966).
Thus the framework for the implementation of the Job
Corps program was established by 1964.

The resultant

problems that ensued created antagonists who helped to
undermine the efforts of the Johnson administration in
providing assistance to the disadvantaged youth of the
nation.

The following components of this review of

literature are focused on specific Issues that were the
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precursors of the variables that are the source for this
study.

Implementation and Controversy
The Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO) was
established by the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964.
Sargent Shriver, who agreed to serve as director of the
OEO, reported to the President of the United States and was
responsible for coordination of the activities of other
departments concerned with the War on Poverty, encouraging
cooperation and participation of business,

labor, and other

private organizations in the poverty program.

The OEO was

also totally responsible for the operation of the Job Corps
(U.S. House, 1964).
Sargent Shriver established an office which reported
to him and was responsible for the administration and
operation of the Job Corps.

The Job Corps director had the

following duties:
1.

Overall responsibility for the composition
and activities of both the conservation camps
and vocational training centers.

2.

Program responsibility concerning the basic nature
of the centers including selection of enrol lees
and the administration, content, and evaluation of
camps and centers.

3.

Recruitment, selection, and training of staff
at each camp and center (U.S. House, 1964, p. 71).

The director was also responsible for enforcing
eligibility requirements established by the OEO.

Those

requirements were that individuals be less than the age of
22 at the time of enrollment, and be citizens or permanent
residents of the United States.

The enrol lee was to be a

low income individual who needed training and/or education
in order to hold meaningful employment, or to qualify for
the Armed Forces.

The applicant was to be living in a

culturally deprived environment.

The enrollee was to be

free of medical or behavioral problems that would impair
his ability to function in the Job Corps environment.
Finally, the applicant had to agree to abide by all Job
f

Corps rules and regulations (U.S. House, 1965).
The statutory objectives as outlined by the Economic
Opportunity Act of 1964, and as amended in succeeding
years, set forth the following objectives (U.S. House,
1965, p. 69)i
1.

Increase the employability of those youths
eligible for and who enroll in the Job Corps.

2.

Provide basic education, vocational training, and
work experience for the enrollees.

3.

Perform work so improvement is made in the natural
resources of the United States.

4.

Furnish health services to those youths who
enroll.

5.

Assist those youths from a background of poverty
with no other opportunity to help themselves.
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6.

Administrate program so casts per enrollee would
not exceed $6,900 for Job Corps centers in
operation for more than six months during fiscal
1966, as outlined in the Economic Opportunity Act
of 1964, as amended in 1967.

7.

Control enrollment so the maximum number of
enrollees for fiscal 1968, would not exceed
37,000.

6.

Assign enrollees to the various training centers
so 40% of those who were enrolled would be
assigned to Conservation Centers.

The objectives listed above were, and continue to be,
a source of concern during the 25 years that the Job Corps
has existed.

A review(of Congressional hearings during

that period (1965-1989) demonstrated the need for a
concentrated effort to administer the program efficiently.
The cost/benefit ratio was a primary factor underlying
policy analysis.
While the implementation of the Job Corps program was
enthusiastically received by proponents of the War on
Poverty, some Republican legislators continued to discredit
Johnson’s efforts to improve the plight of the
disadvantaged (U.S. Senate, 1966).

Certain areas of

controversy continued to plague the program and were the
source of congressional debates that ultimately resulted in
the phasing out of the program as it was originally
established in 1964.
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The controversial areas as identified in those
Congressional hearings were:
Costs— Opponents of the program felt that the cost per
enrollee was excessive.

Congress eventually set a limit of

$7,500 per enrollee in 1966 and later reduced the amount to
$6,900 in 1967 (U.S< House, 1967).
Dropouts— Approximately 23% of those youths who
entered the Job Corps never completed more than six months
of training

(New

York Times, 1966),

The average length of

stay was closely correlated to job placement and
educational gains.

Those terminating earlier from the

program, according to Harris,

(1967, p. 17) stated the

following reasons for leaving:
1)

They did not get the training promised.

2)

They did not receive the money promised.

3) Living conditions were not up to
expectations.
4) They were confined at night.
5) Lax discipline resulted in fighting and
racial problems.
6) Corpsmembers suffered from homesickness.
Recruitment— Main emphasis of recruiters was on
meeting quotas.

They did not adequately verify data from

applicants to ensure eligibility and there was no periodic
review of recruiting practices by the Job Corps to verify
that the job being performed was adequate (OEO, 1965),
Counseling and Placement— Job Corpsmen were permitted
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to acquire unrealistic expectations of proficiency which
led. to job placement and maintenance conflicts.

They

expected to receive starting salaries equal to the amount
paid to employees who had achieved the highest level of
skills in their particular field.

They did not realize

that years of training were required before they would
reach that level of compensation (OEO, 1967).
Placement of Corpsmembers in the job market was not
the primary responsibility of the Job Corps,

Data

indicated that individuals terminated from a Job Corps
center were responsible for finding their own employment
(U.S. Senate, 1969).
Discipline— The Job Corps encountered several problems
due to the lack of discipline at some of the centers.
Newsweek included stories of riots in the dormitories,
murder, and race riots ("Poverty War...," 1965).
Center Forecasts— The failure of the administrators to
forecast the number of enrollees expected and the number of
centers planned resulted in an unrealistic assessment of
needed appropriations for adequate maintenance of the
program (OEO, i960).
Political opponents of the Office of Economic
Opportunity vehemently denounced the huge budget required
to meet the objectives of the various programs and
challenged their cost effectiveness.

For example, the

Budget Bureau impounded $20 million of Job Corps funds for
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exceeding recommended caps on corpsmember enrollment (U.S.
Dept, of Labor, 1969).
The areas of controversy listed above provided the
political fodder that enabled opponents of the War an
Poverty to effect a transfer of the program to the
Department of Labor.

Reorganization of Job Corps
The Republican party had continued its criticism of
the Office of Economic Opportunity, and in April 1968,
Republican presidential candidate Richard Nixon had
commented that the War on Poverty was a cruel hoax (OEO,
1969).

During the 1968 campaign he promised to dispose of

the Job Corps program.

His victory in the presidential

election was quickly followed by a request that Job Corps
be transferred to the Department of Labor (U.S. Senate,
1969).

George Shultz, Secretary of Labor, was ordered to

change the name of Job Corps to Residential Skills Centers,
but federal statute required its use on documents,
appropriation requests, regulations, etc.

He was unable to

change the name at that particular time (Combs, 1984).

The

White House did not pursue the matter during the rest of
the Nixon administration.
Plans called for the administration of the program
under the jurisdiction of the Department of Labor.

The

identity of the Job Corps was de-emphasized and was to be
part of Manpower Development programs.

The re-organization
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of the Job Corps program as determined by the Republican
administration was as follows:
1.

Least effective centers were closed.

2.

Administrative changes were made in Washington.

3.

Original Job Corps Centers were revised.

4.

Smaller centers were opened to complement other
Manpower programs ("Explanation of.../' 1969).

The first year of Job Corps under the Manpower
Administration had mixed results.

The new emphasis upon

establishment of Residential Manpower Centers (RMCs) was
undertaken in 1969.

The Department of Labor had taken

control of 53 centers with 18,534 enrollees (U.S. Senate,
1969) and the RMC concept was a cost cutting measure that
was designed to provide vocational training and support
services to existing local Manpower training programs.
To counter the dropout problem of the original Job
Corps program, which would in effect have reduced the
number of corpsmembers who could not be placed on jobs,
RMCs accepted only residents of the immediate geographical
area (U.S, Dept, of Labor, 1970),
The new centers established were also to eliminate the
barriers of sex discrimination.

Male and female applicants

were to be housed in the same center.

This linkage was

expected to decrease costs by approximately $500 per
corpsmember per year (U.S. Dept, of Labor, 1970).
The Republican administration was plagued with many of
the same problems encountered by the Democrats.

The
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Conservation Centers which were operated by the U.S. Forest
Service and the Department of the Interior had higher perenrollee operating costs than those operated under contract
systems.

The large corporations appeared to be more

effective in center operational procedures.

Administrative

costs, staffing, and support services in CCCs were
comparable to those of the larger centers (U.S. Dept, of
Labor, 1979).
According to Combs (1985) in his investigation of the
Malcolm L. Lovell papers from the U.S. Dept, of Labor
Archives, the Manpower Administration also became lax in
its screening process of new enrollees.

This resulted in

problems of enrol lee retention and discipline.

They also

filled centers beyond capacity to lower per-enrollee costs;
however, this resulted in severe behavioral problems that
caused excessive enrollee dropout rates.
As a result of problems encountered by the Job Corps,
a system of self-analysis and self-correction was
undertaken.

Job Corps played down incidents of misbehavior

that had previously received national coverage from the
media (U.S. Department of Labor, 1971).

Less attention

from the media was possible because the Nixon
administration had emphasized that the Job Corps program
was a low priority program.
The program survived the Nixon era and was scrutinized
by Congress through committee hearings.

The problems of

retention of corpsmembers, placement, uniform educational
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procedures, and discipline continued to be some of the
major issues in policy analysis and Implementation of new
programmatic changes for Job Corps.
The conservative Republican administration managed to
reduce the number of Job Corps centers which subsequently
restricted total enrollee capacity.

The de-emphasis of the

program was a key factor that enabled it to survive.
Nixon's attempt to bury it within the Manpower
Administration's programs was successful and the prestige
it had experienced under the Johnson administration's anti
poverty efforts was never again realized.
The Civilian Conservation Centers had received only
slight criticism over cost effectiveness during the Johnson
era and that was in conjunction with the other Job Corps
centers.

Early efforts to improve the economic condition

of the disadvantaged served to override serious
consideration to implement policy that would reduce dollars
appropriated by Congress.

There were opponents of the

program, but they served only to focus the attention of
policy makers on problem areas in order to make the goals
established by The Office of Economic Opportunity
attainable.

There was never a question of making any major

changes in the program during those early years.
An increase in appropriations for OEO illustrated the
mood of Congress over the plight of the disadvantaged.
The House Education and Labor Committee had increased OEO's
requested appropriation for Fiscal Year 1966 from $1.5
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billion to $1,895 billion; however, the Senate, after
conferring with the House, granted $1,785 billion to
continue the War on Poverty (U.S. Senate, 1966).
The early optimism waned as the Democratic Party
witnessed several unexpected problems in the operational
*

structure of Job Corps, and critics seized the opportunity
to undermine the effectiveness of the program.

Civilian

Conservation Centers were known to be costly, but appeared
to be meeting the objectives of the policy makers In the
early years of the program (U.S. National Alliance of
Business [NCEP], 1987).
Conservative elements in the legislature gradually
gained prominence in the political arena, and the transfer
of Job Corps to the Department of Labor merely meant that
CCCs would continue their mode of operation.

They were

recognized by the conservation agencies as a valuable
addition to conservation efforts being performed throughout
the national forests (U.S. Dept, of Labor, 1970).
During the early part of the Nixon administration, a
review of Job Corps as a Labor Department program pointed
to a need for improvement in the program completion rates
since the job placement rates had continued to decline
reaching 58% (U.S. House, 1973).

Job placement and wage

rates were positively related to the length of stay and the
completion rate of the Job Corps program (U.S. House,
1973).

Under Nixon's conservative policies the Job Corps
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program budget receded because of the revenue sharing
programs.
The Manpower Training and Development Act (1969)
transferred millions of dollars away from the Manpower
Administration to local communities in the form of revenue
sharing and all national Manpower program budgets including
Job Corps were cut.

Under the Manpower Administration the

focus of Job Corps changed its identity as a poverty
program for individual needs to a vocational training
program to meet local labor market needs as an approach to
make it more effective in reducing unemployment among
disadvantaged youth (Manpower Training and Development Act,
1969).
The Job Corps program saw relatively few changes while
under the Manpower programs.

It became a part of the

Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA) on
December 28, 1973.

That act repealed the Manpower

Development and Training Act of 1962 and transferred
programs from the Emergency and Employment Act and portions
of the Economic Opportunity Act.

It was designed to bring

together all programs that served the disadvantaged.
CETA allocated funding to state and local governments
submitting comprehensive manpower services plans; provided
assistance to areas of unemployment and underemployment for
transitional public service employment; targeted special
Manpower assistance to youth, offenders, persons with
limited English-speaking skills, Indians, older workers,
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and migrants; and provided for special labor market
statistics development and a nationwide computerized job
bank and matching program.

It also enlarged the Job Corps

program and established a National Commission for Manpower
Policy (Congressional Record Vol. 119 (1973).
The budget for Job Corps under the CETA program for
1974 was $216.6 million when all sources for funds were
combined.

That amount was $50 million more than had been

expected by Manpower Administration officials (U.S. Senate,
1973).
Another example of radical fluctuations in financial
support occurred during the Carter administration.

He

initially supported Job Corps and the funding level
increased during the early stages of the Democratic
administration.

However, funding declined and was

increased only when a new emphasis was placed on reducing
youth unemployment (Levitan, 1980).
Research indicated that CETA had provided
approximately 100,000 jobs annually between 1974-75.

It

eventually increased to 725,000 in 1978-79 (Baumer & Van
Horn, 1985).
While administered under CETA, the Job Corps program
expanded the number of centers in the 250 to 750 capacity
range, the proportion of Civilian Conservation Centers
(CCC3) declined, and diversification of Contract Center
operators was accomplished (U.S. Dept, of Labor, 1979).
In 1978, the Carter administration proposed expansion
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that doubled Job Corps to 44,000 enrollment opportunities
or "slots" by 1980 and made a commitment to improve the
program and implement new reading and GED programs in an
effort to increase measurable educational achievement
levels (U.S. Dept, of Labor, 1979).

In this way the Job

Corps was not only expanded, but made to be more efficient
and accountable for its results.

The commitment to

educational improvement and alternative educational
approaches opened the door for measuring educational
achievement in the Job Corps setting and for implementing
performance standards.

Prior to that time little attention

was given to the quality of educational programs, which
resulted in an abandonment of educational gains testing in
1974 (U.S. Dept, of Labor, 1980).
According to the Department of Labor report (1979),
the tested median achievement level in reading was below
the sixth grade level in 1978 and almost all enrollees who
entered Job Corps without a high school diploma were
enrolled in the basic reading and math programs.

A third

of the corpsmembers entered the GED program and a tenth of
them received GED certificates.

Five percent of enrollees

were in the residential college and vocational school
program.

However, the monthly gains per man month (total

average number of days a corpsmember remained in training
program) in reading had increased from 1.3 (1968) to 2.1
(1974) and in math from 1.7 (1968) to 2.5 (1974) (U.S.
Dept, of Labor, 1970).

i
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Another area of concern to the Department of Labor
(1979) was costs.

In the Job Corps Expansion and

Enrichment Report the applied fundingr excluding capital per
corpsmember year in 1978 dollars ranged from $20,723 in
Fiscal Year (FY) 1966 to $10,253 in FY 1978.
There has been a controversy over the most effective
center size, but that issue was not addressed in the 1979
report.

Some proponents of cost-benefit analysis debated

the issue of center size which varied from approximately
one hundred corpsmembers to several thousand (U.S. Dept, of
Labor, 1979).

The authorizing legislation of Job Corps

mandates cost-benefit analyses to determine whether the
investment is justified, but because it is intensive and
expensive, the benefits must be significant to justify the
costs.
While only one in seven corpsmembers who entered and
completed a vocational training cluster were placed in that
type of job upon termination, the overall job placement
rate for male program completers (67.5 percent) was much
higher than that for female completers (55,6 percent).
This was true for each vocational cluster except for the
forestry, farming, and gardening cluster (U.S. Dept, of
Labor, 1980).
Critics of the CETA program charged that federal
employment and training dollars were used for political
patronage and organizations that received federal dollars
did not prove their ability to meet performance standards
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(Riffel, 1984).

There were additional charges of fraud and

abuse, waste, and mismanagement (NCEP, 1987).
General Accounting Office,

The U.S.

(1979) in a report to Congress

said that criteria for determining placement rates did not
provide adequate information.

Its recommendation was that

Job Corps should strengthen eligibility requirements and
fully disclose performance.
CETA programs had three major program goals:

(1)

performance goals that measured program accomplishment,
(2) initial outcome goals which measured immediate program
results in terms of placements, and (3) longer term effects
goals which included follow-up studies of participants
(Manpower Development Corporation,

1977).

Although stated,

these goals they were not implemented in a manner that
would produce quantifiable measurement to support continued
appropriation of federal dollars for the various programs
that fell under the jurisdiction of the CETA
administration.
The general consensus of several administrators was
that CETA programs had the necessary statistics to insure a
continuation of funding in such areas as completions and
job placements.

The problem as they perceived it was that

performance standards that could be used to evaluate their
efforts in providing employment opportunities did not exist
(Manpower Development Corporation,

1977),

Levitan (1908) maintained that the success of the CETA
program was determined primarily by placement rates which
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the U.S. General Accounting Office did not feel would
adequately portray its effectiveness.

The lack of focus on

individual components of the total program resulted in a
less than accurate assessment of the achievement of
managers who were charged with the responsibility of
policy implementation (Manpower Development Corporation,
1977).
Although some of the charges levied against CETA were
unfounded, internal weaknesses coupled with the
conservative trend in federal job training programs in the
late 1970s resulted in its elimination.

The Reagan

administration was concerned over the multi-billion dollar
cost to the taxpayer and received congressional approval to
eliminate it and create the Job Training Partnership Act
whose budget was less than that contained in the CETA
program (Levitan, 1980).

Job Corps to Present
Those charges and the need for new training
legislation resulted in the creation of the Job Training
Partnership Act (JTPA) on October 13, 1902 (NCEP, 1982).
Nearly a year of transition was necessary to implement the
new structure of the program (NCEP, 1982).
JTPA promoted a continuous federal commitment to help
prepare people with serious employment barriers to be
productive members of the labor force.
five major titles.

That act included
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Title I dealt with state and local service delivery
system and general program and administrative Issues.

It

also described federal responsibilities in the
administration of JTPA programs, including the allocation
of funds, monitoring, fiscal controls and sanctions,
judicial reviews, reporting, recordkeeping, and
investigations.
Title II authorized funding for training services at
the local level for disadvantaged youth and adults.

It

provided a description of authorized services that included
outstanding programs, fund allocation procedures and
limitations on the use of funds.
Title III provided for a separate, state-administered
training and employment aid program for dislocated
workers.

A description of program elements and plans for

coordination with other state programs such as energy
conservation,

low-income weatherization, and social

services was incorporated into that title.
Title IV established funding and requirements for
federally administered activities and programs including
the Job Corps program.

Other provisions benefited Native

Americans and Migrant and Seasonal Farmworkers and
Veterans' Employment Programs.
Title V contained miscellaneous provisions and
training-related changes to other federal laws (JTPA,
1982).
The critical impact on the effectiveness of JTPA was
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the implementation of performance standards established by
the Department of Labor November 8, 1983 (House, 1983).
The standards were vigorously objected to by the Office of
Management and Budget due to increased paperwork which it
felt would be counter-productive to the Paperwork Reduction
Act (House, 1983).
Two principles established by JTPA were that the
responsibility for administering federally funded programs,
including job training, were assigned to states and
localities rather than the federal government.

The second

principle was the emphasis on input from private business
in partnership with local and state officials.

The

philosophy behind the latter principle was that private
participation would be synonymous with efficiency and
performance which the NCEP (1987) maintained was lacking in
earlier programs.
The concept of the JTPA program was to focus on
training activities instead of work experience and this was
interwoven through state oversight, input from the private
sector, and a strict adherence to quantifiable measurement
of performance standards.

The cost factor was another key

concern of policymakers (NCEP, 1907).
Funding for JTPA has averaged $3.5 billion annually
since the programs inception in 1982 (NCEP, 1987).

Real

appropriation funding levels for the Job Corps program
during fiscal years 1983 through 1989 ranged from $585.6
million to $716.1 million (U.S. Dept, of Labor, 1989).
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That funding level reflected a program that has
remained relatively unchanged as part of Title IV of the
JTPA.

Although Job Corps costs are relatively high in

comparison to other JTPA programs,

its success in training

disadvantaged youth is acknowledged by policymakers as a
wise investment of tax dollars (Levitan,

1988).

The U.S. Department of Labor's determination to
provide performance standards for Job Corps centers created
a system of accountability that was used to determine
center effectiveness.

The criteria for establishing those

standards were modified or changed to reflect a more
precise evaluation of performance standards.
An investigation of House reports from 1983 through
1989 revealed that five of the basic areas established by
the Department of Labor in its effort to evaluate
performance of Job Corps centers were costs, job
placements, starting wages, measurable educational
achievement, and average length of stay of corpsmembers.
The increased concern of the Reagan administration
over reducing costs incurred by the federal government
spilled over into the Job Corps program.

The proposed

rescission of 32 percent of the 1986 fiscal year budget for
Job Corps prompted the Honorable Orrin G. Hatch, Chairman
of the Committee on Labor and Human Resources, to reguest
an analysis of the Civilian Conservation Centers and
comparably sized Contract Centers.

The research was

conducted by the General Accounting Office's Human
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Resources Division (Gainer, 1986).
Hatch iterated the concern of legislators over the
large amount of appropriations for Job Corps that were
absorbed by the CCCs and emphasized the importance of
accurate research into CCCs' effectiveness when compared to
Contract Centers' effectiveness since the cost was both a
budget and policy issue (Gainer, 1986).
Information was developed that provided an assessment
of both types of centers in the areas of costs, job
placements, starting wages for enrollees after completing
the program, and public service activities performed by
both groups.

William Gainer (1986) obtained and analyzed

data on those four variables from program year 1984— July
1, 1984 to June 30, 1985.

The research provided in the

report was a good initial attempt to provide information to
help solve a recurring problem between CCCs and Contract
Centers; however, an intensive investigation of those
variables over a longer period of time would have provided
a more accurate assessment of the issues facing
policymakers.
Cost data provided by the Department of Labor
Employment and Training Administration contained ten basic
cost categories that were closely examined by the
administration as it searched for ways to trim the budget:
1) Residential Living, 2) Education, 3) Income, 4)
Vocational, 5) Medical and Dental, 6) Administration,
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7) Expenses, 8) Management, 9) Net Operating Expenses,
10) Capital.
According to the U.S. Dept, of Labor's Job Corps Cost
Reports (1984-1987) Total Operations and Capital for
Program Year 1984 (July 1984-June 1985) showed that CCCs'
yearly costs were $93,590,914 which resulted in a
Corpsmember Yearly Cost (CMY) of $15,332.

Contract

Centers' total operations and capital was $356,058,891.
CMY cost was $11,025.
Program Year 1985 included CMY cost as well as the
slot cost in the cost report.
in the CCCs wa3 $93,590,914.
the slot cost was $14,594.

Total operations and capital
CMY cost was $15,379, while

Contract Centers total

operations and capital was $370,904,243 with a CMY cost of
$11,685 and a slot cost of $10,787.
Data for Program Year 1986 listed CCCs with a total
operations and capital outlay of $99,062,360 and a CMY cost
of $15,817.

The slot cost was $15,505.

Contract Centers'

total operations and capital costs was $387,916,418.

CMY

cost was $11,869 while the slot cost was $11,282.
Total operations and capital for CCCs during the 1987
Program Year was $100,094,918,
while the slot cost was $15,667.

The CMY cost was $16,468
Total operations and

capital for Contract Centers was $422,997,607.

CMY cost

was $13,249 while the slot cost was $12,234 (U.S. Dept, of
Labor Job Corps Cost Reports Program Years 1984-1987).
An investigation of four program years of total Job
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Corps costs for CCCs and Contract Centers showed a
significantly large difference between CMY costs and slot
costs.

The CCCs' mean cost for CMY was $15,749 and slot

cost was $15,255.

The Contract Centers' CMY cost was

$11,957 while the slot cost was $11,434.
Further research into the cost categories focused on
breaking out the cost data into the specific categories to
establish a mean for each category.

Each category was

listed with a gross comparison of all Contract Centers and
CCCs to determine whether there were some obvious
differences between the two models in cost effectiveness
for the four program years.
The categories and the costs that were different for
each program year based upon corpsmember yearly costs were
wages, salaries, and benefits, food costs, and union costs
(costs paid in union agreements for the provision of
vocational skills training).

A comparison between CCCs and

Contract Centers was reproduced in Table 1,

The mean

differences in wages, salaries, and benefits was relatively
close when compared to the four program years.

The trend

based upon a gross comparison between the two models1
performance indicates that Contract Centers are
experiencing an increase in costs incurred for employees in
the first category.
That difference along with the remaining categories
must be viewed in the light of the total Job Corps Centers'
performance.

Only 30 of the 107 centers were CCCs, and
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Table 1
JOB CORPS COST REPORT SUMMARY

Wages, Salaries
and Benefits

Contract

CCCs

PY 1984

$ 911.83

$ 954.80

PY 1985

959.50

967.00

PY 1986

976.10

986,60

PY 1987

1076.30

1040,30

Mean= $ 980.80

Mean= $ 987.18

PY 1984

778.00

1147.00

PY 1985

814.00

1147.00

PY 1986

806.00

1171.00

PY 1987

862.00

1145.00

Mean= $ 815.00

Mean- $1152.50

PY 1984

492.00

2164.00

PY 1985

508.00

1986.00

PY 1986

500.00

1866.00

PY 1987

628.00

2147.00

Mean- $ 532.00

Mean= $2041.00

Food Costs

Union Costs
*

Source:

U.S. DOL Employment and Training Administration.
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several centers have populations in excess of 500
corpsmembers,
The unequal distribution of the corpsmember population
at individual centers could have affected the mean for the
program years; therefore, a comparison of comparably sized
Contract Centers with CCCs would have been the logical
approach during the investigation.

An effort to collect

that particular data was unsuccessful since the Department
of Labor determined that it was "privileged information"
(Congressman Boucher, personal communication, March 21,
1989).
The Gramm-Rudman bill has affected federal programs to
the point that federal employees no longer enjoy the
prestige usually associated with government service.
According to Jim Hazelwood, Support Services Supervisor,
federal employees are 28,8 percent behind private industry
in employee salaries and benefits.

All agencies have been

forced to tighten their budgetary belts.

He also feared

that the quality of federal service could be compromised if
the primary concern of the administration continues to be
geared toward bringing the budget under control
irrespective of the quality of service provided.
There was a sizeable difference in mean costs for food
provided by both groups.

Contract Centers* mean food cost

was $815 and CCCs* was $1,152.

Gainer (1986) interviewed

employees from the Department of Agriculture and thB
Department of the Interior to find reasons for the large
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difference.
factors:

They attributed the difference to two

(1) rural locations of the CCCs which excluded

competitive bidding by suppliers and resulted in greater
transportation costs and (2) CCCs provided more meals to
corpsmembers than did Contract Centers.

Some enrollees who

attended the privately operated centers were not in the
residential setting and did not require the same number of
meals.
According to Ed McDonald, Procurement Officer in the
Supervisor's Office (Region 8), federal procurement
officers must insure that each CCC received quality
products and that the quantity of food ordered was sent in
exact amounts stipulated in the contract with individual
bidders.

The lowest bid by the offeror was usually

accepted; however, Section 8A of the Small Business
Administration Act was considered during the bidding
process.

That act guaranteed that small businesses were

receiving the opportunity to provide service.

McDonald

thought the congressional mandate helped individual federal
centers since small businesses which were awarded contracts
placed greater emphasis on meeting federal standards.
A definitive answer to the problem of such a wide
difference in food costs has not been found.

Research into

the federal policy concerning preference to small
businesses as a possible explanation for larger costs
incurred by the CCCs has not been conclusive as a cost
consideration.

Union costs means between the two models produced
another significant difference.

The CMY mean for Contract

Centers in that area was $492 while the CCCs1 mean was
$2,041.

Further research which utilized the work of Sar

Levitan (1980) indicated that C C C s 1 vocational training
programs were primarily operated by national contractors.
Most of the training included construction trades which
were necessarily more expensive when taught by the
contractors.

Most of the vocational trades were taught at

Contract Centers by their own employees.
The Job Corps Cost Report was utilized to determine
the means of categories critical to cost effectiveness.
The differences between the two models was clearly
delineated and provided the opportunity to establish a
framework for further investigation into a comparative
analysis of all categories.
The appraised value of public service projects was
another issue addressed by Senator Hatch.

Gainer's report

(1986) used data from program year 1984 to compare CCCs and
Contract Centers to establish the type of activities that
corpsmembers performed.
three categories:

Projects were classified into

(1) Conservation— projects performed on

public lands that were involved with conserving,
developing, and managing public natural resources and
public recreational areas;

(2) center— projects performed

by corpsmembers on center facilities; and (3) community—
projects performed with community participation on lands
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belonging to the state, county, or municipality.
Those projects did not involve construction that would
have been undertaken through city funding,
funding, or bond issues.

industry

An example of such a project

would be the provision of heavy equipment that would be
used by corpsmembers to prepare a ball park for the local
townspeople.
Gainer (1986) found that Conservation projects in
which CCCs were involved amounted to $5,834,000.
projects were $13,542,000,
$2,710,000.

Center

Community projects were

The total for the three categories was

$22,086,000.
Contract Centers did not participate in any
conservation projects.
was $1,585,000.

Participation in Center projects

Community projects was $184,000,

total for all projects was $1,769,000.

The

That data when

analyzed on a per person value showed that CCCs averaged
$3,687 while Contract Centers' per person value was $644.
Department of Agriculture-administered centers were
engaged in public service activities that were valued at
$854,000 per center, which amounted to $15.4 million.

The

Department of the Interior-administered centers performed
$611,000 per center of public service activities which
totaled $6.7 million.

The per person value of those

projects was $4,094 at the Department of Agricultureadministered centers, and $3,004 at the Department of
Interior-administered centers.
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Gainer's investigation into public service projects
for program year 1984 illustrated the involvement of CCCs
with the three categories listed.

The review of literature

substantiated the commitment of those federally operated
centers to performing work projects that benefited the
nation on a local and federal level.
Additional data for program years 1985-1988 would have
provided a better picture of CCCs and Contract Center
involvement in public service projects, but the Department
of Labor refused to send that information stating that it
was "not readily available" (Congressman Boucher, personal
communication, April 14, 1989).
A more conclusive analysis could have been made had
the additional data been provided for those program years.
It was still apparent that CCCs placed a much greater
emphasis upon public service projects than did comparably
sized Contract Centers during program year 1984.

Exact

figures for public service involvement of the CCCs during
the 25 years that they have operated as federal centers was
unavailable.

Research into that category did not produce

enough data to provide an estimate of how many million
dollars were involved in projects that spanned a quarter of
a century.
Senator Hatch did not have time to sponsor a study
that would have involved data collection that spanned
several years of performance by the centers since the
Department of Labor had already targeted six CCCs to be

closed (House, 1986),

Although the bid to close them

failed, thBre continued to be a determination to monitor
the performance of each center in the event that
circumstances warranted closures.
Gainer's study failed to include performance in
educational achievement, but that did not seem to be a
primary variable in 1906 since it was not mentioned by
Senator Hatch as critical to the research he had
requested.

The costs incurred by each center seemed to be

the overriding factor in the debates that ensued over the
feasibility of eliminating those that were less cost
effective (House, 1986).
Research undertaken by the Government Accounting
Office helped Senator Hatch to provide enough information
to prevent closures of Job Corps centers, but concerns of
policymakers were obvious.
relating to:

(1) capacity of centers,

(3) management,
ratings,

They raised questions in 1986
(2) funding,

(4) distribution of openings,

(5) center

(6) comparison of Job Corps programs and programs

of Civilian Conservation Centers,

(7) close out costs,

(8) construction and renovation needs and costs (US House,
1986 Committee on Education and Labor).
Those concerns continue to be Issues in Congressional
hearings and will not simply disappear with the passage of
time.

The Job Corps program works, but its high costs

demand close scrutiny (Levitan, 1988),

Most policymakers

agree that high levels of efficiency and effectiveness
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within centers is in the best interest of taxpayers who are
concerned with federal expenditures,

Steve Gunderson, a

Representative from Wisconsin, clearly related the mood of
Congress when he stated:
from a management standpoint, it is poor
management to allow inefficient operations
to continue at the expense of other more
efficient Centers,

One of the biggest

criticisms of Federal programs today is that the
government is wasteful— that it does not run
programs as efficiently as a private business
would.

(U.S. House, 1986, p. 6)

Cost effectiveness between the two models has shown
that Civilian Conservation Centers were significantly more
expensive to operate than Contract Centers.

On the other

hand, data has shown that the CCCs easily outdistanced
Contract Centers in public service projects.

Historically,

a sizeable amount of total Job Corps appropriations has
been funneled into the CCCs and the question as to whether
they are that effective when compared to Contract Centers
has continued to be a policy issue.
A solution to the problem of Civilian Conservation
Centers v s , Contract Centers can occur only when the
strengths and weaknesses of each model are clearly
delineated, which will in turn enable policymakers to
determine the future of the Job Corps program.
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Summary
An examination of the review of literature relating to
the Job Corps program from its inception in 1964 through
1989 produced conclusions that were substantiated by the
works of the authors cited in this study, as well as
through investigation into Congressional hearings,
periodicals, newspapers, and memoranda from key personnel.
Those conclusions were;
1.

The Job Corps met many of the objectives that had

been established by Congress and its administrators.
Employability of former Job Corpsmen was increased.
2.

Job Corps provided the necessary educational and

vocational training that was required to enable
corpsmembers to secure employment in vitally needed areas
in the workplace.

Expected levels of educational gains

were achieved to meet employer demands.
3.

Job Corps provided assistance to economically

depressed youth who were caught in the web of poverty.
They received medical and dental examinations, clothing
allowances, nutritious meals, housing, money, recreational
activities, counseling services, and other forms of
maintenance.

Those factors relating to costs were a

primary reason for the relatively high appropriations per
enrollee.
4.

Job Corps administrators were criticized for not

having an objective method of analyzing center performance
and establishing criteria to be implemented at individual
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centers.

That problem was later corrected by the

Department of Labor when it implemented performance
standards.
5.

The Job Corps program was continually criticized

for what many antagonists thought was excessive enrollee
maintenance costs.
6.

The Job Corps program had problems retaining

enrollees due to a lack of strict disciplinary measures on
center.

Emphasis upon increased enrollment produced a

laxity of proper screening procedures.
7.

Educational achievement levels needed to be

monitored more closely by instituting an evaluation
procedure.
8.

Job Corps had performed millions of dollars worth

of public service projects.
9.

Cost effectiveness among Civilian Conservation

Centers and Contract Centers has been a source of debate
among policymakers but a final solution to the problem has
never been resolved.
A review of literature was appropriate for this study
since a determination of the effectiveness of the Job Corps
program could be ascertained only after an investigation of
material relevant to its origin, implementation,
reorganization, and public expectations was undertaken.
Additional research will contribute to the acquisition of
information that could ultimately affect the decision to
retain the CCCs, or contract them to private corporations.

CHAPTER III
Research Methodology

Introduction
Chapter III contains the research design, selection of
the sample, procedures followed in collecting the data, and
a summary of the statistical analysis of the data.

Research Design
The techniques of ex post facto research were used in
this study.

These techniques are concerned with

discovering possible causes for a particular behavior
pattern by examining the effect of one or more variables on
another variable without manipulating any of the variables
(Long, Convey, & Chwalek, 1988).
Fred N. Kerlinger (1973, p. 379) defined ex post facto
research as:
a systematic empirical inquiry in which the
scientist does not have direct control of
independent variables because their
manifestations have already occurred or
because they are inherently not
manipulatable.

Inferences about relations

among variables are made, without direct
intervention, from concomitant variation of
independent and dependent variables.
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The limitations of this research design are:
1.

The independent variables cannot be manipulated.

2.

Subjects cannot be randomly assigned to treatment

groups.
3.

Causes are often multiple rather than single,

(Best, 1977, p. 105).

Selection of the Sample
The 47 centers included in this study represented 44%
of the Job Corps centers.
Conservation Centers.

There were 30 Civilian

Eighteen of these were administered

by the Department of Agriculture's Office of Human Resource
Programs, a component of the U.S. Forest Service and 12
were administered by the Department of Interior’s Office of
Youth Programs.

Seventeen of the 77 Contract Centers were

chosen because they were similar in size to the 30 CCCs.

Data Collection
This study included the variables of average length of
stay; job placement; hourly starting wage; appraised value
of public service projects; costs; and educational
achievement in reading, math, and General Educational
Development (GED) to determine Job Corps center
performance,

Various reports and test results were

utilized in the collection of data.
The Tests of Adult Basic Education (TABE) were
utilized to measure the educational achievement levels of

enrollees.

In addition, the Job Corps Center Program Year

Performance Standards Report by Region, Education Report by
Center, Job Corps Center Performance Standards Report, Job
Corps Center Program Year Performance Standards Report by
Operator, Job Corps Management Information System Monthly
Center Summary Report, Job Corps Cost Report, and hourly
wage data were obtained from the Department of Labor's
Automated Management System (AMS),

Research analysts in

Washington D.C. were contacted to assure that the data
produced were accurate and reliable.

They indicated that

the AMS could analyze data received from individual centers
only, but their investigation of center records showed that
reporting procedures were accurate (S. Puterbaugh, personal
communication, September 21, 1969).
The Job Corps Center Performance Standards Report
included 90 and 180 day retention rates, placement status,
and education status for individual centers.

This report

was used primarily for data involving placement performance
standards.

Actual placements were compared to the standard

rate of placement determined for each center.

The

Termination Summary Reports for program years 1985, 1986,
1987, and 1988 provided the data for the yearly performance
evaluation for average length of stay.
Job Corps Center Program Year Performance Standards
Report by Operator listed each center and its performance
in average length of stay, placement, GED, Reading, and
Math.

It provided data that were compared to the other
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instruments used in the study that had established modelbased standards.
The Job Corps Management Information System Monthly
Center Summary Report and the Placement Recap bv Center for
program years 1984, 1985, 1986, 1987, and 1988 were used to
determine the hourly wage per entollee who was placed in
competitive employment.

Each monthly report was analyzed

per program year to determine the enrollee's average yearly
wage.
The Department of Labor's Automated Management System
produced the data for job placement.

The Placement Recap

by Center Report for program years 1984, 1985, 1986, and
1988 was used to determine each center's performance.
Department of Labor analysts used the Education Report
by Center to establish educational levels achieved by the
enrollees during Program Years 1985, 1986, 1987, 1968.

The

data from this report included results from the Tests of
Adult Basic Education (TABE) Forms 5 and 6 which determined
a center's average enrollee reading entry grade, the
average grade gained, and learning monthly gains.

Math

performance Included average entry grade, average grade
gain, and learning monthly gains.

The Tests of Adult Basic

Education were utilized to meet the Department of Labor's
mandate that each center administer the tests four times
per year in a designated time period.

Information

concerning the TABE test Is provided in the Appendix.
CEO status in the Education Report was determined by

the number of enrollees eligible for the GED program,
actual participation in the GED program, number tested, and
the percentage that passed the complete battery and
received high school equivalency diplomas*

For the purpose

of GED analysis, performance was determined by comparing
the total number of enrollees who took the test with those
who passed it.

The percentages vere reported by program

years 1985, 1986, 1987, and 1988 on the Education Report by
Center*
The Job Corps Center Program Year Performance
Standards Report bv Region was utilized by the Department
of Labor to evaluate a center's achievement.

It vas based

on a status of low, medium, or high, according to the
following criteria:

average length of stay (ALOS), 180 day

placement, GED achievement, reading achievement, and math
achievement.

Each center's performance vas shown according

to actual performance which vas compared to initial modelbased standards for each program year.

Data Analysis
The declarative format for each hypothesis vas stated
in Chapter I.

For purposes of statistical analyses, the

null format for each hypothesis vas tested.

The null

hypothesis stated that no difference existed between the
variables studied.
The t test for independent groups vas used to test for
differences in mean scores between Civilian Conservation .
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Centers and Contract Centers for each of the variables.
Champion (1901) stated that the t test is the most powerful
test for assessing mean differences between groups.
Research hypotheses were stated in the null format at the
.05 level of significance using a one-tailed test.
A number of assumptions for use of the t test were
violated in this treatment of data.

Given the nature of

the sample, observations were not random or independent.
The variances were unequal.

The £ test was utilized

because of its power in detecting differences even when
some of its basic assumptions are violated.
The t. test procedure using SPSS/ PC+ did the
following:

(1) Calculated the mean of each variable that

vas compared between the two groups.

(2) One mean vas

subtracted from the other to determine the difference
between the two.

(3) A t statistic vas calculated by

dividing the difference of the two sample means by its
standard error.

(4) The observed significance level vas

calculated which indicated how often a difference as large
as the one observed vas expected if there vas no difference
between the two groups in the population.

(5) If the

observed significance level vas less than .05, the null
hypothesis that the two means were equal in the population
*

vas rejected (Norusls, 1988).
Gross comparisons of large Contract Centers vs. small
Contract Centers were Incorporated in the study using the
same procedures to determine if large differences existed
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among the variables.

That approach Indicated whether large

centers appeared to be more effective because they were
compared against smaller centers.

The main thrust of the

data analysis and subsequent statistical significance,
however, vas toward comparably-sized Contract Centers and
Civilian Conservation Centers.

I

CHAPTER IV
Data Analysis and Interpretation

Introduction
Results obtained from the data of this study are
reported in this chapter.

Data were collected and analyzed

to test the hypotheses contained in Chapter I.

These

hypotheses vere tested to determine whether the continuous
Instability of policy decisions relating to the
effectiveness of Civilian Conservation Centers and Contract
Centers vas a result of measurable differences in
performance between the two models.

Those hypotheses vere

tested in the null format at the .05 level of significance
to determine if significant differences existed.
The general procedures for the statistical treatment
of the data vere outlined in Chapter III.

Further

elaboration is presented in this chapter when necessary to
clarify the results.
The t test for two independent samples vas used to
determine if the Civilian Conservation Centers and Contract
Centers differed significantly on each variable.

For most

variables, data from the program years 1984 through 1988
vere used to provide a better picture of typical
performance*

Hovever, average length of stay and

educational learning gains included program years 1985
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through 1988.

Job placement data represented program years

1984, 1985, 1986, and 1988.
The sample for the study Included 47 Job Corps
centers.

Thirty of the centers are Civilian Conservation

Centers administered by the Department of Agriculture and
the Department of the Interior.

The remaining 17 centers

included in the study were Contract Centers administered by
private contractors.

Presentation of Data
The data were analyzed and interpreted as they
pertained to each hypothesis developed for the study.
Null hypothesis 1 stated that there would be no
significant difference in the average length of stay per
enrollee for Job Corps centers administered by the
Department of Agriculture and the Department of the
Interior Civilian Conservation Centers and those
administered by Contract Centers.

A summary table of the

means for program years 1985 - 1988 is presented in Table
2.

The mean over the four years for Group 1 (CCCs) was

6.643 and the mean for Group 2 (Contract Centers) was
7.406.

(Please refer to Table 3).

The t test indicated

that there was no significant difference between the two
groups.

Therefore, the null hypothesis was retained.

The research hypothesis that CCCs' average length of stay
would be significantly greater than Contract Centers was
rejected.

Table 2
Average length of Stay In Months percenter (1985 - 1988)
crvnLiAii cchservwicm
cohers

Gateway, NY
Iroquois, NY
Flatwcoda, VA
Harpers Ferry, W

19BS
0.6
0.7
6.1
6.0

YEAR
1986
L987
9.3
8.6
7.6
8.2
6. 1
5.2
5.4
5.4

1988
7. 1
7.9
4.4
4.9

MEAN
B.5
8.1
5.5
5.4

CONTRACT CENTERS
South Bronx, NY
Blue Ridge, VA
Bamberg, SC
Carl 0. Perkins, KY

1985
0.2
6.8
6.3
7.2

YEAR
1987.
1986
9.0
7.2
5.7
6. 1
•
6.0
6.7
£.0

1988
6.9
5.3
3.8
6.2

MEAN

5.7
5.5
7.0
4.8

3.3
6.3
6.6
4.6

'5.6
5.9
7.2
4.8

7.8
6.0
6.0
6.7

Frenchburg, KY
Great Onyx, KY
Jacobs Creek, TM
Lyndon B. Johnson, NC

S.3
5.0
6.0
7.0

5.0
5.3
4.9
5.0

3.9
4.S
5.6
S.O

3.2
4.6
4.9
5.4

5.6
4.9
5.4
5.8

Oconalultee, 1C
Pine Knot, KY
Schenck, HC
Blackwell, HI

6.4
6.2
4.0
8.9

5.1
6.0
5.6
7.6

4.5
6.2
5:0 '
B.S

4.4
5.1
5.0
0.6

5.1
5.9
4.9
*8.4

Hubert H. Hunphrey,
Laredo, TX
Little Rock, Aft
New Orleans, IA

6.1
10.0
7.B
•

6.7
11.2
6.2
*

7, 1
10.0
5.6
1.7

7.3
8.9
3.2
5.0

6.a
10.0
6.2
3.8

Golconda, IL
Cass, Aft
Ouachita, Aft
Treasure Lake, OK

6.3
7.0
7.6
7.0

6.4
7.3
7.6
6.5

5.0
0.2
6.3
6.5

5.3
6.B
5.9
3.8

5.9
7.6
6.9
6.7

Roswell, Hi
TUlsa, OK
Hawaii, HI
Treasure Island, CA

7. 1
6.0 '
10.7
17.8

7.1
6.6
11.3
16.9

6.a
7.9
11.4
17.7

6.2
6.2
11.4
15.9

6.8
6.7
11.2
17.0

Mingo, MO
Pine Ridge, h e
Anaconda, MT
Boxelder, SD

S.O
7.B

4.6
7.4
7.9
3.5

s.e

e

s

»

*

7.0
7.9
4.7

5.2
7.4
8.0
5.5

Springdale, OR

6.0

5.2
7.4
7.0
5.7

Collbran, 00
Trapper Creek, HP
Weber Basin, UT
Angel1, Oft

5.3
B.4
6.3
6.0

5.6
7.B
7.0
0.4

5.1
7.6
6.0
7.2

3.B
6.4
7.3
7.3

5.5
7.6
6.9
7.2

Colurbla Basin, HA
Curlew, HA
Fort Siracoe, HA
Marslng, 10

6.1
7.2
5.9
7.2

6.6
7.7
6.4

12,7

e.s

B.l
7.6
7.1
0. t

5.9
0,0

8.4
7.6
6.3
8.0

Tiaiser Lake, OR
Holf Creek, OR

9.7
6.0

9.4
7.9

8.3
6.0

6.4
6.4

8.5
6.6

a.s

a.o

Jacksonville, FL
Tuskegee, AL
Miami, FL
Cincinnati, OH

5.9
6.0
0.0
4.8

•

5.6 '
5.6
7.0
4.9

• Data not available.

a\
o\
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Table 3
Results of Comparison of Average Length of Stay
in Months by Type of Center

N

MEAN

Civilian Conservation
Centers

30

6.643

1.221

Contract Centers

16

7.406

3.118

Type of Center

t

SD

-1.19 NS

Null hypothesis 2 stated that there would be no
significant difference in the placement rates per enrol lee
for Job Corps centers administered by the Department of
Agriculture and the Department of the Interior Civilian
Conservation Centers and those administered by Contract
Centers.

A summary table of the means for program years

1984, 1985, 1986, and 1988 is presented in Table 4.

The

mean was 84.050 for Group 1 (CCCs) and 79.653 for Group 2
(Contract Centers).

(Please refer to Table 5).

The t test

indicated a significant difference between the two groups
with Group 1 having the higher mean.
hypothesis was rejected.

Therefore, the null

The research hypothesis that

CCCs* measurable performance level would be significantly
greater than Contract Centers was accepted.
Null hypothesis 3 stated that there would be no
significant difference for hourly starting wages per
enrol lee for Job Corps centers administered by the
Department of Agriculture and the Department of the

Table 4
Jcb Placement Rates o£ Youth Leaving per Center (1984 - 1983)
CIVILIAN CONSERVATION
CENTERS
19B4
Gateway, NY
93.3
Iroquois, NT
83.1
Flatwoods, VA
B2.7
Harpers Percy, WY
as. 2

YEAR
isas
19B6

92.3
90.9
79.2
88.3

YEAR

73. S
83.5
82.4
ao.s

1968
71.4
90.3
76.9
7B.1

KEAN

82.7
87.5
60.3
B3.2
78.6
81.8
Bl.2
79.4

CONTRACT CENTERS
South Bronx, NY
Blue Ridge, VA
Bamberg, SC
Carl D. Perkins, KY

1984
78.1
73. 1

1985
76.6
73.8
80.7

1966
62.4
76.8
73.6
89. B

MEAN

83.8

1966
64.7
75.1
74.3
82.5

74.0

71.7

Jacksonville, FL
Tuskegee, AL
Miami, FL
Cincinnati, OH

78.7
71.3
78.6
54.4

78.8 ' 84.1
82.7
86.7
81.6
92.3
B3.3
70.1

88.0

62.4

84.2
80.8
87.3

81.2
83.3
73.B

Hubert H. Humphrey, UN 36.0
68.2
Laredo, TX
Little Rock, AR
77.1
•
New Orleans, LA

BB.7
77.4
77.7 ’ 86.7
69.4
68.7

78.6

*

*

92.2
88.7
73.7
33.3

69.8
68.0
86.6

80.8
78.6
86.4

a?,a
B7.S
BB.S

79.7
77.7
87.7

*

a

a

100.0

*

93.2

Frenchbucg, ICY
Great Onyx, KY
Jacobs Creek, IN
Lyndon B. Johnson, NO

77.3
80. 6
77.3
73.9

78.0
84.8
80.4
80.2

76.3

82.B

Bl.2

BO. 7

82.1
80.S

84.7
80.B

OconaluCtee, NC
Pine Knot, KY
Schenck, NC
Blackwell, HI

82. 9
83.S
83.0
62.5

80.786.4
79.2
89.4

Bi.a
82.9
80.6
69.3

79.5
86.1
84.8
91.1

81.2
84.7
81.9
70.1

Galconda, IL
Cass, AR
Ouachita, AR
Treasure Lake, OK

48.2
86. 1
88. 1
84.0

84.9
82.7
74.8
77.3

64.6
B5.2
83.1
87.4

90. 1
86.3
87.3
90.8

72.0
&5.1
83.9
84.9

Roswell, NK
Tulso, OK
Hawaii, HI
Treasure Island, CA

80.9
76.6
89.1
•

•

Mingo, MO
Pine Ridge, NE
Anaconda, MT
Boxelder, SD

80.8
84.0
9S.S
92.0

76.6
89.4
91.2
83.8

60.5
99.1
82.7
76.6

80.7
B4.6

Springdale, OR

88.2

91.3

BO.9
72.0

79.7
69.3
87.6
81.1

Collbran, CO
Trapper Creek, HT
Heber Basin, UT
Aagell, OR

89.4
91.2
91.2

89.0
84.9
87.0
B6.0

85.2
86.1
74.9
88.0

88. 1
76.6
82.3
83.9

87.9
84.7
83.2
07.3

Coluebia Basin, HA
Curlew, HA
Fort Sbncoe, HA
M&rsing, ID

90.4
91.3
93. 1
90.8

8B.7
88.0
90.0
90.6

90.8

86.3
84.3
90.7
BB.O

89.1
88.4
90.7
89.1

Timberlake, OR
Holf Creek, OR

83.7

91.9

91.7
80.4

87.3

90.6

90.4

87.8

91.9

86.5

88.4

89.4

87.1
86.9

70.5
76.0
73.5
64.7

80.3
72.2

*

• Data not available.
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Table 5
Results of Comparison of Job Placement Rates
by Type of Center

N

MEAN

SD

Civilian Conservation
Centers

30

84.050

4.329

Contract Centers

15

79.653

6.136

Type of Center

t

2.79 *

* p < .05
Interior Civilian Conservation Centers and those
administered by Contract Centers.

A summary table of the

means for program years 19Q4 through 1988 is presented in
Table 6.

The means were $4.85 and $4,13 for Group 1 (CCCs)

and Group 2 (Contract Centers), respectively.
refer to Table 7).

(Please

The t test showed that there was a

significant difference between the two greu?*3.
the null hypothesis was rejected.

Therefore,

The research hypothesis

that CCCs' measurable performance level would be
significantly greater than Contract Centers was accepted.
Hull hypothesis 4 stated that there would be no
significant difference between the appraised value of
public service projects performed by Civilian Conservation
Centers and Contract Centers.

Extensive efforts by

Congressman Boucher's office to secure the data from the
Department of Labor needed to test hypothesis 4 were
unsuccessful.

Follow-up conversations with Department

officials in an effort to secure the data were also

■

Table 6
Hourly Starting Wages pec Center (19B4 - 1958)

Gateway. NT
Iroqooia, ire
Platwooda, VA
Harpers Percy. HV

1904
13.07
tS.ll
11.01
II.11

1985
t(.tl
13.M
11.11
11.03

YEAR
1986
17.3)
14.14
11.37
11.14

Prenchburg, KY
Great Gnyx, KX
Jacobs Creek. TN
Lyndon Johnson>.'NC

11.1)
U.1I
tl.ll
(Ml

11.01
lt.ll
11.10
tt.30

11.(1
11.07
11.13
14.10

13.17
14.11
14.11
11.34

14.43
11.14
11.53
11.11

OconaluCtee, HC
Pine Knot. KY
Schendc. NC
Blackwell. HI

11.11
IM1
11.01
(Ml

11.17
11.U
11.01
13.10

11.11
11.10
11.13
11.73

11.11
13.1)
11.11
13.33

It.SI
' 11.41
14.11
15.01

11.10
lt.43
11.43
44.71

13.11
11.31
14.47
14-27

Mlrtqo, NO
Pine Ridge, NC
Anaconda. MX
Eoxelder, SO

14.31
lt.ll
lt.il
(4.11

11.11
IS.ll
14.40
14.41

Collbran. 00
Trapper Creek. MX
Heber Baain. l/T
Angell, OR

tt.14
ll.ll
11.11
It.50

14.17
11.41
11.33

Calucbla Baain. HA
Curlew. HA
Port Stacoe, HA
Marsing, ID

11.14

Timber Lake. OR
W o l f creek, or
* ft*-*nx mailifala.

CIVILIAN CONSERVATION
CENTERS

Golconda. IL
Casa. All
Ouachita. AR
Treasure Lake. OK

------

1984
11.13
11.3)
17.31
11.71

1985
11,13
ll.U
11.01
11,70

YEAR
1986
ll.il
11.71
I4.lt
11.11

4.47 . Jacksonville, PL
4.54 Suakeged* AL
4.73" Miami, pl
4.23 Cincinnati, Oil

11.3)
17.10
.17.30
11.73

11.11
17.33
13.11
11.11

13.11
11.77
11.11
13.11

* ll.ll
11.17
11.13
14.33

11.11
11.10
11.17
11.37

*4X0
3.80
4.02
4.39

11.11.
11.43
14.31
13.11

4.CO
4.62
4.26
5.12

Hubert Hutrghrey, tttt
Laredo, TX
Little Rock, AR
Hew Orleans, LA

11.40
17.38
17.7)

11.17
11.33
ILi)

13.21
11.it
11.31

1S.0(
13.37
11.10

*

11.30
13,t2
11.71
r

4.B1
3.60
3.7S
•

14.33
13.40
13.41
13.30

11.77
14.43
11.33
11.73

4.81
4.74
4.76
4.07

Roswell, M
Tulsa, OK
Hawaii, HI
Treasure Island, CA

11.31
11.10
11.11

11.01
ll.lt
11.01

11.01
I3.!t
13.30

14.11
11.10
I1.il

4.31
3.96
4.02

11.03
13.10
14.71
11.07

11.(4
13.34
11.30
14.43

14.11
H.1)
11.77
14.43

4.3B
5.15
4.65
4.81

Springdale, OR

11.11

I4.1t

14.41
11.34
14.14
14.31

11.13
13.31
14.33
13.4)

11.44
14.41
11.14
14.31

4.55
4.73
4.9S
4.79

11.00
14.41

11.11
ll.»
11.7)
14.47

14.71
11.17
14.11
11.13

11.11
14.11
17.11
14.04

13.13 4.63
11.71 4.83
11.01 5.40
IMS 4.84

11.11

11.01

11.43
14.43

14.10
14.00

11.10 4.99

ii.n

tl.S J

14.11

1987
11.3)
11.1)
11.41
14.07

1988
17.14
17.31
11.70
13.04

(88
6.97
6.89
4.47
4.29

ll.ll

OCrmUCT. CENTERS
South Bronx, NY
Blue Ridge, VA
Baebecg, SC
Carl D. Perkins, KY

t

«

13.11

*

1987
13.01
11.11
ll.U
14.00

1988
14.37
11.1)
14.11
ll.ll

OEM
4.70
3.70
4.13
3.95

•

13.00
11.74
11.1)

•

■*

t

t

11.31

*

a

a

4.82

*

4.99

-3
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Table 7
Results of Comparison of Hourly Starting Wages
by Type of Center

Type of Center

N

MEAN

SD

t

Civilian Conservation
Centers

30

$4.85

.641

Contract Centers

15

$4.13

.394

3.95 *

* p < .05
unsuccessful.

Officials stated in a memorandum that the

information was not readily available (Puterbaugh, personal
communication, September 14, 1989).
Null hypothesis 5 stated that
significant difference between the

there would be no
annual cost

per enrol lee

for Job Corps centers administered by the Department of
Agriculture and the Department of the Interior Civilian
Conservation Centers and Contract Centers.

The data needed

to test hypothesis 5 were not released by Department of
Labor officials who considered it privileged information
and felt that the bidding process for contracting
individual centers would be jeopardized.
Null hypothesis 6 stated that
significant difference far reading

there

would

be no

gains per enrollee for

Job Corps centers administered by the Department of
Agriculture and the Department of the Interior Civilian
Conservation Centers and those administered by Contract
Centers.

A summary table of the means for program years

72

1985 through 1988 is presented in Table 8.

The means were

1.247 for Group 1 (CCCs) and 1.125 for Group 2 (Contract
Centers).

(Please refer to Table 9).

The t test showed

that there was no significant difference between the two
groups; therefore, the null hypothesis was retained.

The

research hypothesis that CC C s 1 measurable performance level
in reading would be significantly greater than Contract
Centers was rejected.
Null hypothesis 7 stated that there would be no
significant difference for math gains per enrollee for Job
Corps centers administered by the Department of Agriculture
and the Department of the Interior Civilian Conservation
Centers and those administered by Contract Centers,

A

summary table of the means for program years 1985 through
1988 is presented in Table 10.

The means were 1.473 and

1.375 for Group 1 (CCCs) and Group 2 (Contract Centers),
respectively.

(Please refer to Table 11).

The t test

indicated that there was no significant difference between
the two groups.
retained.

Therefore, the null hypothesis was

The research hypothesis that CCCs' measurable

performance level in math would be significantly greater
than Contract Centers was rejected.
Null hypothesis 8 stated that there would be no
significant differences in GED completions for Job Corps
centers administered by the Department of Agriculture and
the Department of the Interior Civilian Conservation
Centers and those administered by Contract Centers.

A

Table 8
Educational Learning Gains foe Beading In Grodea tv Center (1985 - 1988)
CIVILIAN CONSERVATION
CENTERS
Gateway, NY
Iroquois, NY
Flatwoods, VA
Harpers ferry, WV

1985
-1.3
0.3
1.3

1.6

1.4
0.9

Frenchburg, KY
Great Onyx, KY
Jacobs Creek, TN
Lyndon B. Johnson, NC

0.9
1.1
0.9
-2.0

Ocoaaluftee, NC
Pine Knot, KY
Schanek, NC
Blackwell, HI

0.9
0.7

1.1
1.0

19B6
1.3

1.6

1.0
1.1
1.2

1588

1.2

0.9

1.5
O.B
1.4

0.9
0.9
0.9

1.5

0.6
1.4

0.6

1.1
1.1
1.5

1.0
1.4
1.3
1.7

Golconda, XL
Caas, AR
Ouachita, AR
Treasure Lake, OK

1.6

3.0
1.9

O.S
«

1.0
1.2

Hingo, MO
Pine Ridge, HE
Anaconda, Mr
Boxeldec, SO

1. 1
O.B
1.1
O.G

1.3
0.4
0.3

Collbran, CO
Trapper Creek, HT
Heber Basin, UT
Angell, OR

1.0
1.1
0.6

1.3
1.9
1.4

O.B

1.3

YEAR
1987

1.0
1.2
1.2
2.3

1.6
1.6
1.2

MEAN

.6
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.0
1.1
1.1
.4

1.0
1.2
1.2

1.3
1.3
1.9

1.7

1.5

1.9

1985
3.7
. 0.9
-0.3
O.B

1986
2.4

Jacksonville, FL
TUskegee, AL
Miami, FL
Cincinnati, OH

0.4
. 0.3
1.7
O.B

0.6
0.1

Hubert 8. Humphrey, HN
Laredo, TX
Little Rock, AR
New Orleans, LA

2.6
1.8
2.1

2.6

2.0

Roswell, Iti
Tulsa, OK
Hawaii, HI
Treasure Island, CA

1.3
1.3
l.S

1.5
1.4
1.1

1.3

•Springdale, OR

1.2

1.2

1.1
2.1

0.9

1.1
1.6
1.1

1.2

1.3
1.7

1.2
1.2
1.7

1.4

4.6
l.S

1.4
1.5

1.2

1.7

2.0
1.7

2.0
1.3

1.0
1.2
.8

Colunbia Basin, HA
Curlew,, HA
Fort Siincoe, VIA
Harsing, ID

1.6

1.2

1.1

1.3
0.7

l.'S

1.2

l.S
O.B
1.3

1.6
1.2

1.1

1.4

Timber Lake, OR
Wolf Creek, OR

1.4
0.9

1.4
0.9

1.7
0.9

l.B
O.B

1.6

* Da t a not a v a i l a b l e .

OCNIRACX CENTERS
South Bronx, NY
Blue Ridge, VA
Banbecg, SC
Carl D. Perkins, KY

1.1

1.3
.9

0.6
0.5
O.B

0.7

0.1

MEAN

2.0
1.0

2.6
.a

1.5
1.9

1.1

1.2

.7

.6
.5
1.6
1.0

0.9
0.9

0.9
2,7
1.3

0.6

0.7

0.9
1.4

.6

1.2

1.0
2.1

-0.4

O.B
-0.6

O.B
O.B

*

2.1
1.0
1.2

1988

O.B
1.7
0.9

0.3
*
0.3
*

0.2
2.0

YEAR
1987

1.2

1.2
1.2

•

2.9

1.2

1.3

.7

1.0

0.9
1.1
l.B
l.B

1.1

1.3

l.S
1.5
1.7

•

»

•

*

1.0 -

.7
1.7
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Table 9
Results of Comparison of Reading Gains in Grades
by Type of Center

Type of Center

N

MEAN

SD

Civilian Conservation
Centers

30

1.247

.366

Contract Centers

16

1.125

.608

t

,85 NS

summary table of the means for program years 1985 through
1988 is presented in Table 10.

The means were 1,473 and

1.375 for Group 1 (CCCs) and Group 2 (Contract Centers),
respectively,

(Please refer to Table 11).

The t test

indicated that there was no significant difference between
the two groups; therefore, the null hypothesis was
retained.

The research hypothesis that CCCs' measurable

performance level in math would be significantly greater
than Contract Centers was rejected.
Null hypothesis 8 stated that there would be no
significant differences in GED completions for Job Corps
centers administered by the Department of Agriculture and
the Department of the Interior Civilian Conservation
Centers and those administered by Contract Centers.

A

summary table of the means for program years 1985 through
1988 is presented in Table 12.

The mean was 86.640 for

Educational Learning Gains tor Hath In Grades by Cancer [1985 - 1989)
CIVILIAN CCMSERYATIGtl
CENTERS
Gateway, NT
Iroquola, NT
Flatuoods, VA
Harpers Terry, WY
Frenchburg, NY
Great Onyx, KY
Jacobs Creek, Ttl
Lyndon B. Johnson, NC

1905
1.3
0.3

1.0
1.3
o.a

1.4
1.4
-1.9

Oconaluftee, NC
Pine Knot, KY
Schenck, NC
Blackwell, HE
Golconda, IL
Cass, .AR
Ouachita, AR
Treasure Lake, OK
Mingo, TO
Pine Ridge, ME
Anaconda, (TT
Boxelder, SD
Collbran, 00
Trapper Creek, irr
Weber Basin, NT
Angell, OR

YEAR
1966
1967
1.5
l.B

1.2

0.9
1.3

l.l

1.1

1.3
1.4

1.6

1.3
l.B
1.4

1.3
1.4
.S

1.3

1.4

t-4
1.4

1.0

1.0
O.B

1.1

l.S

0.6

O.Q

1.0

1.2
1.6

i.e

2 .1

2.B
1.3
O.B

2.3
2.4

1.1

2 .1
1.7
1.7
■l.B
1.3

l.B

1.2

1.7

0.7

O.S

l.S

0.2

1.4
0.4

•l.B
1.3

1.9

1.6

2.0

2.3
1.9
2 .1

1.6
1.0

l.B
1.3

Columbia Basin, HA
Curlew, HA
Fort Slrcce, HA
Marsing, ID

1.6

l.S

1.9

l.S

Tlnbec Lake, OR
Wolf creek, or

2.9

* Data not avail abl e.

1.4

1.4

1.6
1.2

1.1

1.0

1.4
-2.1
1.4

l.B

1.7

2.0

l.B

l.S
1.4

1.1

1.4
1.3

1.3

1.6

l.S

1.0

I1EAN

0.9
‘ 1.6
1.0'
1.7

1.6
1.2

0.7
0.9

1963

1.1

1.2
1.4

1.0

2.2

1.4
1.7

1.7

2.1

1935

Jacksonville, FL
Tuskegee, AL
Miami, FL
Cincinnati, OH

0.9
0.7

0.6

l.S

1.1
1.4

Hubert B. Humphrey, HU
Laredo, TX
Little Rock, AR
New Orleans, LA

0.6

1.7
1.4
1.7

Roswell, ttt
Tulsa, OK
Uavali, tit
Treasure Island, CA

1.9
0.9
1.9
l.S

1.6
1.0

Springdale, OR

l.B
0.9
l.B
2.4

1.8
1.6
1.8

2.0
2.0
2.7

1.0
0.0
1.1

l.S

2.2
1.0
0.4
0.5
1.3

1.7

1.8

1.9
1.7

2.0

2.0
1.4

1.3

MEAN

1.9

2.0

2.0
1.2

2.6

l.S
l.B

l.S
.9

O.B
O.B
1.4
1.7
1.3

2.0

1.0

1.2

1.0
1.0

2.B

l.B
1.3

1. 1

1.0

ols

1.2

1.3

1.0

*
O.B
•

-0.4
1.3
w

1.9
1.4

1.3

1.5

2.3
1.4
1.3

1.0

1.1
o.a

1.7

1.2

1.6
2.0

1.3

1.3

2.2

1.5

1.9

1.7
1.9

A

A

t

o.a

1.2
2.7

1.4
1.4

*

*

1.7

l.B

2.0

4.3

1968

117
.9

2.1
2.4

YEAR
1986
19B7

CONTRACT CENTERS
South Bronx, NY
Blue Ridge, VA
Banfeerg, SC
Carl D. Perkins, KY

.

1.2
1.4

1.1
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Table 11
Results of Comparison of Hath Gains in Grades
by Type of Center

Type of Center

N

KEAN

Civilian Conservation
Centers

30

1.473

.360

Contract Centers

16

1.375’

.446

t

SD

.81 NS

Group 1 (CCCs) and 77.527 for Group 2 (Contract Centers).
(Please refer to Table 13).

The t test indicated that

there was a significant difference between the two groups.
Therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected.

The research

hypothesis that CCCs* measurable performance level in GED
completions would be significantly greater than Contract
Centers was retained.

Summary
The analysis of the data was reported in this
chapter.

The results indicated that there was no

significant difference in the average length of stay of
enrollees of Civilian Conservation Centers operated by the
Department of Agriculture and comparably sized Contract
Centers.

Corpsmembers in Contract Centers stayed slightly

longer than those in CCCs.
The results indicated a significant difference in job

Table 12
Percent of CEP Ccnoletions pec Center 11985 - 19BB)
CIVILIAN OCKSERVAXICH
CENTERS
Gateway, to
Iroquois, NY
Flatuoods, VA
Harpers Ferry, WV
Frenchburg, KY
Great Cnyx, tx
Jacobs Creek, TO
Lyndon B. Johnson, NC
Oconaluitee, NC
Pine Knot, KY
Schenck, NC
Blackwell, HI

1985
BO.O
94.4

100.0
100.0
61. 1
33.3

100.0
94.7

100.0
36.B

85.2
91.5
59.3
74.0

61.5
66.4
95.0
95.7

Jacksonville, FL
Tuskegee, AL
Miami, EL
Cincinnati, 08

67.3
60.0
37.7
86.7

65.8
67.4
78.3
59.3

43.3
75.4
78.9
46.5

40.5
80.9
67.9
45.9

54.2
70.9
70.7
59.6

SB. 9
51.6

95.0
57.7
99.7
87.4

Hubert B. Humphrey, MN 100.0
Laredo, TX
85.7
Little Rock, AR
35.3
New Orleans, LA
*

95.6

100.0
86.B

95.7
93.9
41.7
•

100.0

97.8
91.7
63.3
*

Roswell, NH
Tulsa, OK
Hawaii, HI
Treasure Island, CA

100.0

Springdale, (Si

91.3
38.9

86.0

100.0

35. 0
38.5
73.7

92.0
80.0
42.6

100.0

100.0

88.1

84.9
79.2
61.5
96.6

77.2

76.4
99.1
95.3
94.0

77.0
99.3
87.4
94.2

86.2
73. B
90.1

91.5
80.8
63 .0

100.0

100.0
92.9
96.1
89.5
95.5
99.4
99.8

82.9
97.9
79.6
93. 1

100.0

100.0
81.0
97.1
82.4
76.6
BS. 1
100.0

100.0
66.0
80.3
B5.9
57. 1

100.0

100.0

Colunbia Basin, HA
Curlew, HA
Fort Sincoe, HA
Harsing, ID

98.9
'100.0
91.3
98.3

91.8
97.2
B7.6
93.6

100.0
8B.6
89.6
92.9

B1.0
98.6
89.4
95.3

9B.7

98.7
99.0

100.0
100.0

100.0
too.o

* Da t a not avail abl e.

87.8
90.3
65.4
45.6

53.7
80.9
95.6
96.1

32.3
62.3
72.7
9B.3

too.o

83.4
92.6
70.7
68.4

53.2
84.6

Collbran, CO
Trapper Creek, HT
Heber Basin, UT
Angell, OR

Timber Lake, OR
Wolf Creek. OR

84.5
85.0
61.1
95.9

77. B
66.7
98.4
9B.3

38. 6

97.3
Bl.2
79.3

MEAN

82.9
97.9
40.0
B6.1

100.0

100.0

93.3
92.5

1988

100.0

96. 2

71.4

YEAR
1986
1987

1985

se.o

100.0

100.0

CONTRACT CENTERS
South Bronx, NY
Blue Ridge, VA
Banberg, SC
Carl D. Perkins, KY

HEAN
70.8
70.9
91.0
99.5

93.6

1988
83.7
40.0
80.0

53.4
93.6
SB.8

Golcooda, XL
Cass/ AR
Ouachita, AR
Treasure Lake, OK
Mingo HO
Pine Ridge, HE
Anaconda, HT
Boxelder, SD

YEAR
1986
1987
50.0
67.3
B3.9
60.3
95.4
88.5

91.7
74.6

a

B7.1
39.3

97.2
93. 8
76.2
97.4

98.6
90.3
69.2
96.0

100.0
73.7
64. 6
82.6

69.0
91.7
81.4

99.0
81.7
75.4
89.4

«

*

*

•
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Table 13
Results of Comparison of GED Completion Rates
by Type of Center

N

SD

t

Civilian Conservation
Centers

30

86.640

12.941

Contract Centers

15

77.527

14.544

«

MEAN

f—1
OJ

Type of Center

* p < .05
placement rates of enrollees of Civilian Conservation
Centers operated by the Department of Agriculture and the
Department of the Interior and comparably sized Contract
Centers.

Corpsmembers in CCCs have a significantly higher

placement rate than those in Contract Centers.
The results indicated a significant difference in
hourly starting wages of enrollees of Civilian Conservation
Centers operated by the Department of Agriculture and the
Department of the Interior and comparably sized Contract
Centers.

Corpsmembers in CCCs receive significantly higher

starting wages than those in Contract Centers.
The appraised value of public service activities and
costs per enrollee data were unavailable; therefore, those
hypotheses could not be tested and summarized.
The results indicated that there was no significant
difference in educational gains of enrollees in reading in
Civilian Conservation Centers operated by the Department of
Agriculture and the Department of the Interior and
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comparably sized Contract Centers.

Corpsmembers in CCCs do

perform somewhat better than those in Contract Centers, but
the difference is not significant.
The results indicated that there was no significant
difference in educational gains of enrollees in math in
CCCs and Contract Centers.

Corpsmembers in CCCs

demonstrated a slight advantage in math scores over those
in Contract Centers, although that difference was not
significant.
The results indicated that the difference between
enrollees' measurable educational development in GED
completions in Civilian Conservation Centers operated by
the Department of Agriculture and the Department of the
Interior was significantly higher than comparably sized
Contract Centers.

Corpsmembers in CCCs receive a higher

number of GED diplomas than those in Contract Centers.

CHAPTER V
Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations

Chapter V contains the summary of the study,
conclusions based on the analysis of the data, and
recommendations based on the results of the study.

Summary
The purpose of this study was to determine whether the
continuous instability of policy decisions relating to the
effectiveness of Civilian Conservation Centers and Contract
Centers was a result of measurable differences in
performance between the two models.

Specific objectives of

the study were to determine whether there were significant
differences between Job Corps centers administered by the
Department of Agriculture and the Department of the
Interior Civilian Conservation Centers and Contract Centers
on six quantitative criteria:

average length of stay, job

placement rates, hourly starting wages, educational
achievement in reading, math, and General Education
Deve1opment.
The sample included 47 Job Corps centers.

Thirty were

Civilian Conservation Centers administered by the
Department of Agriculture and the Department of the
Interior.

Seventeen were Contract Centers administered by

private contractors that were of comparable size to the
CCCs.
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Instruments used in collecting the data included the
•Tests of Adult Basic Education (TABE), Job Corps Center
Program Year Performance Standards Report by Region, the
Education Report by Center, Job Corps Center Performance
Standards Report, the Job Corps Center Program Year
Performance Standards Report by Operator, Job Corps
Management Information System Monthly Center Summary
Report, the Job Corps Cost Report, the Termination Summary
Report for Program Year, and the Placement Recap by Center
Report for Program Year.
The study consisted of eight hypotheses posed to test
differences between types of centers on the six
quantitative variables.

Using the t test for independent

samples, the analysis of the data resulted in rejection of
null hypotheses concerning the means of job placement,
hourly starting wages, and GED completions.

Null

hypotheses concerning the means in average length of stay,
reading gains and math gains failed to be rejected.

Conclusions
The following conclusions were based on the results of
this research project:
1.

Average length of stay of corpsmembers at Contract

Centers was not significantly different than at CCCs.
However, the average was lower for CCCs.

This lower rate

may be due to recurring problems with homesickness,
fighting, confinement,

low monthly allowances, and racial
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animosity at the CCCs.
2.

Placement rates of corpsmembers at CCCs were

significantly higher than at Contract Centers.

Union

involvement in vocational skills training at CCCs includes
job placement and could be an important factor enabling the
CCCs to provide corpsmembers with a better opportunity to
be placed in the work force.
3.

Hourly starting wages were significantly higher at

CCCs than at Contract Centers.

The level of union

involvement may very well provide corpsmembers with a
better opportunity to be placed in jobs that have higher
starting wages.
4.

A comparison of corpsmember performance in math

and reading indicated that the educational practices of the
two models produced similar results.

Both groups are

geared to programmed learning methods and are self-paced to
meet the individual needs of each corpsmember.
5.

Corpsmembers in CCCs receive a higher number of

GED diplomas than enrollees at Contract Centers.

This

could be attributed to a high teacher turnover at Contract
Centers.

The average staff turnover rate is nearly 100

percent every two years as opposed to long-term tenure of
faculty at CCCs (S. Puterbaugh, personal communication,
January 29, 1990).

This does not provide new teachers with

the opportunity to become familiar with the large quantity
of materials available and the teaching methodologies
practiced in the GED program.
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The conclusions derived from this study were not
attributable to beginning differences between corpsmembers
in the two groups.

Corpsmembers are randomly assigned to

various centers by screeners located at state employment
agencies throughout the nation.

Each screener is assigned

specific geographical areas where Job Corps centers
operate, but corpsmembers are sent where available slots
exist.

There is not a predetermined selection of centers.

Recommendations
The results of this study indicated that the Civilian
Conservation Centers and Contract Centers were relatively
alike in their ability to serve their clientele.

The

significant differences found between CCCs and Contract
Centers do not warrant policy decisions that would result
in offering the CCCs to private corporations.
significantly higher hourly starting wages,

The CCCs had

job placement

rates, and GED completion rates.
Differences were negligible between the two models in
average length of stay and educational gains for reading
and math.

Test administrators should strictly adhere to

the guidelines of the TABE tests for reading and math
established by the McGraw-Hill Publishing Company during
each testing period.

This approach would remove some

inconsistencies in the testing process and would provide a
more accurate assessment of enrollee performance.
Recommendations based upon findings of the study and

existing literature provide several considerations for
administrators in the Job Corps program.

Administrators

should concentrate on providing incentives to encourage
corpsmembers to remain on center until they have
successfully completed the program.

Increasing the average

length of stay of corpsmembers in Job Corps is positively
correlated to long term successful employment in the work
force (Levitan, 1988).

This could be accomplished by

better disciplinary procedures and recruitment practices
that are based upon meeting the individual needs of each
corpsmember.
Juvenile and criminal records of corpsmembers prior to
entering Job Corps could have a negative effect on the
program.

Tracking their performance and their influence on

other corpsmembers' behavior could be a factor in the less
than satisfactory retention rates.
Leadership performance of center directors is another
critical area that needs additional research when
evaluating center effectiveness.

The results of that study

would provide the Department of Labor with information to
determine whether there is a positive relationship between
center achievement and leadership characteristics of the
center director.
The Department of Labor's formula used for evaluating
the effectiveness of center performance needs to be
carefully examined.

The evaluation should include costs

and appraised value of public service projects.

It should

eliminate any bias caused by demographic differences such
as regional economic characteristics,
and educational background.

ethnic composition,

This would lessen the effect

of the charge of some congressional leaders that federal
centers were unfairly placed on a "hit" list that would
result in their being phased out of the Job Corps program.
Administrators should consider alternatives to the
isolated regions where CCCs are presently located.

Center

location is an important factor in maintaining economic
efficiency.

Transportation of supplies, equipment, and

corpsmembers is more expensive at CCCs than Contract
Centers since the CCCs are located in rural areas.
Both models presently make up the total Job Corps
network.

They serve disadvantaged youth in different

environments and provide somewhat different vocational
skills training.

Considering these inherent differences,

analysts should determine individual center performance by
an evaluation process that would remove any systematic bias
toward CCCs or Contract Centers ensuring more objective
criteria for decisions to close specific centers.
Further research into the costs benefits analysis of
CCCs should be pursued to establish whether CCC slots
should be increased, to determine whether rural location is
an impediment to program financial efficiency, and to
determine if continued union involvement in vocational
skills training programs is cost effective.

The results of

these investigations could provide a more accurate

assessment of whether the Civilian Conservation Centers are
an effective delivery system for the objectives of the Job
Corps program.
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APPENDIX
Tests of Adult Basic Education
Validity and Reliability

TABE tests were published by CTB/McGraw-Hill

(1987)

and endorsed by the Department of Labor after validity and
reliability were verified.

This was accomplished by the

publishers in the following manner:
Development— To provide items for final test
selection, a large pool of items was developed.

A staff of

professional item writers who were teachers experienced in
the test's content areas researched and wrote items and
passages for initial testing.

All items and test

directions were reviewed for content and editorial
accuracy.

Close adherence to vocabulary specifications

assured that all words used were appropriate for the target
test levels.

Vocabulary was controlled by reference to

Basic Reading Vocabularies (1982) and The Living Word
Vocabulary (1976).
The items were then administered to a large sampling
of adult examinees throughout the United States.

The

analysis of the initial test data was used to select items
for the final edition.
Data Collection— Two major research studies were
conducted with TABE 5 and 6,

The purpose

of the first

study was to collect technical data on new items so that
items could be calibrated and then selected for the final
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edition.

The purpose of the second study was to equate

TABE Forms 5 and 6 to TABE Forms 3 and 4.

Bata from those

two studies were also used to generate norms for selected
adult reference groups and to predict performance on the
Tests of General Educational Bevelopment (GED tests) from
scores on TABE 5 and 6.

To obtain data for the GED

predictions, examiners were requested to report the GED
test scores of all their examinees who took the GED tests
y
within six weeks of participation in the TABE studies.
Reduction of Bias— During the development of TABE 5
and 6 attention was given to questions of ethnic, age, and
gender bias.

To reduce bias, all items were reviewed to

ensure conformity to the guidelines as defined in
Guidelines for Bias-Free Publishing- (1982), which was
published by McGraw-Hill.
Initial testing materials were reviewed by women and
men who represented various ethnic groups and who held
responsible positions in the educational community.

Items

were identified that were considered to reflect possible
bias in language, subject matter, or representation of
people.
The research studies obtained information that aided
in eliminating gender and ethnic bias from the final
tests.

The procedures used included the identification of

different subgroups participating in the initial item tests
and the comparison of performance on the items within those
groups.

A plan was also implemented to eliminate bias in

items that appeared to be unfair to any of those groups
(Green, 1972).
Statistical Criteria— The item selection process
involved the application of Item Response Theory (IRT) and
the implementation of a three-parameter statistical model
that considered item discrimination, difficulty, and
guessing.

For each item, discrimination indices were

considered as well as the model fit index and bias rating.
Those items with the best overall statistical quality that
also met the established content criteria were chosen for
the final edition of TABE 5 and 6.
Reference Groups— The statistical data collected in
the calibration and equating studies represented the
various groups of adults who participated in the studies.
The sample of participants was identified according to one
of the following four reference groups:
1) Adult basic education programs— Educational
programs that taught basic academic skills to
adults beyond normal high school age, except
those under the auspices of the remaining three
reference groups.
2) Vocational-technical schools— Centers and
training facilities that taught basic academic
skills to adults beyond normal high school age as
part of their program of vocational training.
3) Juvenile corrections— Institutions and programs

that taught basic academic skills to juvenile
offenders.
4) Adult corrections— Institutions and programs that
taught basic academic skills to adult offenders
who were beyond high school age (TABE, 1987).
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